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PREFACE.

The induction coil has always been a popular
piece of apparatus with amateurs and students
interested in electrical science, so numerous and
so fascinating are the experiments which can be
performed with its aid.
Its practical importance
has, moreover, been considerably enhanced in re
cent years by its application to such useful pur
poses as X-ray work, wireless telegraphy, and
the ignition of the charge in internal combustion
engines, such as the petrol motors now so exten
sively used for cycles and automobiles. In the
following pages we have adhered to the lines
usually adopted in this series of handbooks, and
have commenced by giving sufficient theoretical
information to enable the reader to understand
the various principles involved in the design and
construction of satisfactory apparatus. This is
followed by descriptions of the methods of build
ing coils for various purposes, and in a later chapter
tables of dimensions are given which will enable
the reader to construct a coil of any size, within
limits, to suit his own special requirements, if
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these are not met by the coils described in detail
in the earlier chapters. The concluding section
on experiments with induction coils will be of
interest, as showing some of the methods by which
the reader can derive both instruction and amuse
ment from the coil he has made. It is, of course,
impossible within the limits of so small a book
to deal exhaustively with this portion of the
subject, but the hints given will serve to direct
the attention of the intelligent student to many
opportunities for carrying out attractive experi
ments and investigations which the possession
of a well made coil affords.
PERCIVAL MARSHALL.
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CHAPTER I
The Principles of Electrical Induction.
The action of an induction coil is due to a prop
erty peculiar to electricity, the explanation of
which is entirely unknown to science. The effect
can well be described with the aid of a simple dia

IE
Fig. 1.

gram, as in Fig. 1. Here A B and C D are two wires
insulated from, but parallel to, one another.
Suppose the ends of A B to be joined to the poles
of a battery or other source of electricity, the
galvanometer G and switch or contact H being
interposed in the circuit. The ends of the second
1
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wire, C D, are to be similarly joined by a wire
which has only the galvanometer F in its circuit.
With this simple apparatus two distinct phenomena
may be noted.
The switch H being 'off', and no current there
fore flowing in the wire A B, the needles of both
galvonometers will, of course, stand at zero.
Now suppose the switch H to be suddenly moved
to the 'on' position. The needle of galvanometer
G will move to another position, where it will
remain as long as the current is allowed to flow.
It will, moreover, be found that the needle of the
second galvanometer F is also diverted at the
moment of contact, but that this movement
is immediately followed by a swing back to the
original position occupied, namely, to the zero
point. Obviously, although no metallic connection
exists between the wires A B, C D (these being
electrically insulated from each other), a current
has momentarily passed in the circuit of which
C D forms a part, but has very quickly ceased
to exist.
The switch H is now to be moved back to the
'off' position. The movement of the needle of
galvanometer G is back to the zero position, but
again that of the other galvanometer shows a
momentary deflection—indicating the passage of
a current—and this time, it will be observed, the
movement of the needle of F is in the reverse of
its previous deflection, indicating the important
fact that the currents in the wire C D are in opposite
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directions when the circuit in A B is closed and
opened. It is obvious that the making and break
ing of the circuit through A B has the result of
'inducing' a current in C D,—how, we cannot say,
but this is the fact.
By means of suitable apparatus it can be de
termined that at the 'make' of circuit the current
induced in C D is in the opposite direction to that
in A B. At the break the current in C D is in
the same direction as it was flowing in A B.
Since the current in A B is the cause of the
phenomena just described it is called the primary
current, and A B is called the primary wire. The
current in C D is the secondary—or induced—
current, and C D is the secondary wire.
Currents are induced in the secondary wire only
at make or break of primary circuit, or when the
current in the latter is fluctuating in intensity.
The most marked results are observed when the
make or break is sudden, and the action is strong
est at the break of the primary current.
The inductive effect of the current in a wire on
another wire parallel to it is not very great under
the conditions already given.
Reverting to the diagrammatic circuits shown
in Fig. 1. If we imagine the wire A B to be covered
with insulating material and wound" on a hollow
bobbin in one or two layers, it can easily be seen
that the secondary wire C D can be wound on top
of it to any desired number of turns. The two
sets of wires will still be parallel throughout their
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lengths, and the whole will form a compact appara
tus. Indeed, two of the essential parts of an
'induction coil' have now been described, and
these are illustrated, diagrammatically, in Fig. 2
where the thick line, P, encircling the tube T, is
the primary, and the fine lines S, two layers of
the secondary wire. It does not matter in which
direction the winding is done, but in each wire it
must be continuously in the direction in which it
is begun.

Fig. 2.

Although the coil so far described is a more
powerful apparatus than Fig.l, it can easily be
made still more energetic. If the tube T, which
must be constructed of some good insulating
material, be filled with an iron core, the inductive
effect of the coil is vastly increased. There is an
intimate connection between the magnetic lines
of force and the inductive action of electric currents,
and the introduction of the magnetic iron core
results in the concentration of these lines of force
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into a powerful 'field,' surrounding and pene
trating both the sets of wires.
It has been
found that the highest possible effects can be ob
tained from any given induction coil only when the
iron core is of the softest possible iron. This
core must not be of a solid bar of iron, but must
consist of a bundle of wires. The finer these
are the better; the tighter they are packed and
the closer they fill their allotted space, the better
will be the result of the coil's action.
One more important phenomena must be
observed. This is called the self-induction of
the primary wire. It could not be discovered
in the simple apparatus indicated in Fig. 1, where
the primary wire (A B) consists of a single strand
only. When this is wound into a coil as at P P,
Fig. 2, however, it is found that every single turn
acts on its neighbors just as though they were
independent coils of secondary wire, and it even
induces secondary currents in them in the same
way. This is very important, as will be understood
if one is reminded of the directions taken by the
induced currents at make and break of circuit.
It will be remembered that at the instant of
closing the circuit (starting the current in the
primary) the direction of the induced current in
the secondary wire was in the opposite direction
to that in the primary wire. The same is the
case with the current induced in the coils of the
primary wire by the action of its own turns of
wire. This has the effect of weakening the current
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in the primary wire, since it is impossible for
opposing currents to traverse the same wire with
out affecting one another. Incidentally, it may be
observed that the very weak current at 'make'
has a correspondingly weak effect on the true
secondary winding.
Attention should now be turned to the condition
of things at ' break ' of circuit. In the secondary
coils, a current is induced similar, as regards
direction, to the inducing current. In the primary
wire the same effect is found, and since the two
currents (the initial and the induced) travel in
the same direction in the same wire, they add to
gether to form a powerful rush of current which
results in a much greater effect on the secondary
coil.
This ' extra ' current in the primary wire has
the cfTect of producing a flashing, bright spark
at the contact breaker, and also of prolonging
the period of demagnetization of the core. This
is a great disadvantage, since on the rapidity of
magnetization and demagnetization depends to
a large extent the power of the coil. To reduce
the effect of the ' extra ' current, as it is called,
a condenser is introduced, which stores the rush
of current until the circuit is again ' made,' when
it augments the battery current to some extent.
Thus the principal action of the condenser is to
reduce the destructive sparking at the contactbreaker, and to shorten the period of demagneti
zation of the iron core; its secondary effect is the
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great increase in length, thickness, and brilliance
of the spark from the secondary coil. Condensers
for coils usually consist of sheets of tin-foil in
sulated from one another by sheets of paper
soaked in paraffin wax. Their construction and
method of connection will be described in due
course.

CHAPTER II
Practical Hints on the Construction
of Induction Coils.
Induction coils may be divided into two
distinct classes—those for the purpose of giving
brilliant and powerful sparks for experiment, and
those used solely for shocking and medical pur
poses. It is, of course, possible to make a coil
serve both ends, but this is an exceedingly bad
plan, as any coil capable of giving even quite a
small spark might produce serious results if the
whole shock were taken by anyone of somewhat
sensitive nerves. Generally, coils for medical
or shocking purposes require less careful work
manship than the others, and an induction coil
of this character is most suitable for the amateur's
first attempt in this direction. A sparking coil
must be constructed with scrupulous regard to
insulation, and since also the greatest effect is
obtained when the secondary wire is closest to
the primary, practical experience is essential in
its making.
Materials. The following hints on the ma
terials to be used and the methods of connecting
up will be of use in the construction of a coil of
8
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whatever size. The various parts may be taken
in a definite order, commencing with the core.
The core of an induction coil, whatever its size
or purpose, should consist of soft iron wires. They
should be of small size, Nos. 21, 22 and 23 B. & S.
gauge being usual and very good sizes. This
wire is bought in coils and can be cut up into
pieces the required length after the wire has been
straightened. This is done by drawing it between
two rows of nails fixed in a board, as in Fig. 3, so
arranged that a very slight kink is given to the
wire as it passes each nail.

Fig. 3.
The bundle of wires having been thus prepared,
it should be annealed even if sojt wire has been
employed. To anneal, place the bundle in the
fire the last thing at night, so that the wires
become thoroughly red-hot and then slowly cool
out with the fire. If kept red-hot in the fire for
long, the thin wire will oxidize or burn away and
become useless. It vail be found that the wires have
slightly warped during the annealing process. The
wires can be straightened again without any
trouble by simply rolling them between two
hardwood boards 3 or 4 at a time.
The further
treatment of the core depends upon the purpose
pf the coil, and may therefore be left for the present.
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The primary wire in ordinary induction coils is
always thicker than that employed in the secondary
winding, and both primary and secondary wires
are of copper, the purer the better. Primary
wire is usually double-cotton-covered (D C C),
and as cotton is a somewhat poor insulator, should
always be soaked in melted paraffin wax either
before or after winding on the coil.
The secondary wire should be silk-covered if
the greatest possible effect is to be obtained,
as a greater length 'of wire can thus be wound in
a given space. It is, however, very expensive,
and ordinarily its use may be confined to the mak
ing of large, highly finished, and expensive spark
ing coils, or small, neat, meffical coils, when, if
the layers of wire are very carefully wound, it
need not be soaked in paraffin wax, a course which
is esseatial if cotton-covered wire is used for the
secondary winding.
Sizes of wire. As to the sizes of wires, the
following will serve as a guide (B. & S. gauge is
employed.) For shocking or medical coils, No. 20
or not larger than No. 17 wire may be used for
the primary winding. For sparkmg coils up to
\ in., No. 16; up to 1 in., No. 14, up to and in
cluding 4 in., No. 12; and No. 10 for larger coils
will be found suitable primary wires. The second
ary wire might be set down once for all as No. 36,
this wire giving with good workmanship, nearly
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■•-in. spark for every pound used, and being of
sufficient sectional area to produce a thick, snappy
spark well suited to most purposes. If a much
thicker spark is required, at a sacrifice of length,
No. 34 wire may be used; similarly, No. 38 or
No 40 may be employed to produce long, thin
sparks.
For shocking coils, No. 32 or 34 is
recommended.
Paraffin wax is used almost exclusively nowa
days for coil insulation. It is better than resin,
shellac, etc., and is practically only second to
mica. The wax should be hard, clear, pale (not
yellow), and perfectly clean.
Pure beeswax
is best, but is much more expensive.
Great
care must be taken when melting the wax not to
burn it, as that detracts from its excellent in
sulating properties.
The best plan is to melt it
always by suspending the vessel containing it
in another which can be boiled—like a glue pot,
in fact. The wax can never be overheated when
that method is adopted.
Woods. In all spark coils it is essential to have
good sound construction, and the wood used must
be perfectly dry, clear grained, and carefully
varnished or polished. Ebonite must be used
in many parts, especially of large coils, but where
' appearance is no object,' good sound wood
soaked for a long time in molten paraffin wax
will be found a very efficient substitute. Points
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must be rigorously avoided in every part of the
apparatus (except, of course, the discharging
point or points).
The condenser is usually fitted in the base of
the coil in a box-like space provided for it, and is
unnecessary for a shocking coil. Its position
determines the dimensions of its leaves. It is
composed of tin-foil sheets interleaved with larger
sheets of waxed paper. In the smallest sparking
coils there should be a margin of J in. at least
all around the tin-foil sheet, and in larger sizes
this margin should be proportionately greater.
In a 6-in. spark coil the margin should not be less
than 1 J ins.
The paper for the condenser should be moder
ately, thin, not too heavily sized, and must be
flawless; each sheet should be examined in a good
light, and if it contains the minutest pin-hole,
or any thin places, must be rejected, or that part
at any rate, must not be used. It is cut to suit
able sizes and soaked for a few seconds in melted
wax, then allowed to drain and cool off. The
tin-foil may either be cut oblong and have separate
connecting lugs, or these may be cut out all in
one piece, and with a little planning there need
not be much waste by this method. It has the
advantage that the condenser can be made more
compact.
The condenser is built up in the following man
ner. A base of several thicknesses of paraffined
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paper is first laid, and one of the tin-foil sheets
placed on it centrally, as in Fig. 4 (A). On this
is placed a single paraffined sheet, and on this
again a second tin-foil sheet with the lug at the
other end (Fig. 4 B). Next, a paraffined paper

Fig. 4.
and a third tin-foil sheet with lug as in A ; another
paper, and a fourth tin-foil sheet as at B. This is
continued, tin-foil and paper alternating, and
alternative tin-foil sheets with lugs at opposite
ends, until all are used up. A warm iron can be
used to press down the condenser and make it
compact and secure. All the lugs at each end

Fig. 5.
can then be clamped by means of a thin piece of
springy brass to which is soldered a wire. The
usual conventional representation of a condenser
is as Fig. 5, the paraffined paper being omitted
to simplify matters.
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Primary Coil. It is quite possible to obtain a
strong shock from a coil consisting of a primary
winding only, with the usual core and contactbreaker. A simple form is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6. Here the core is represented by
C, and consists of a bundle of soft iron wires about
4 in. long and | in. in diameter. The wire wound
on this core may be about four layers of No. 24,

Fig. 7.
although only one layer is represented in the
drawing. One end of the wire is joined to the
support of the contact spring S, and the other
end to a terminal W. Another terminal, X, is
joined to the contact-screw T. A wire is taken from
T to terminal Y, and one from S to terminal Z.
None of the wires may touch one another at any
part. If a battery be joined to termirals W and
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X, and a metal handle to each terminal Y and Z,
a person holding the two handles will receive a
fairly strong shock. The effect is due to the selfinduction of the coiled wire, as already explained.
A condenser, must be not used with such a coil,
as it will absorb the ' extra ' current which is the
cause of the shock.
A diagram showing the simplest form of primary
and secondary induction coil, without a condenser
is shown in Fig. 7. The same references serve as
in the last case, but, of course, we now have the
secondary coil (shown by the fine winding) to deal
with.
Its ends are simply taken to the terminals
Y and Z, which in this case have no electrical
communication with the primary current. Fig. 8
is the same coil with the condenser, and it will be
seen that one set of tin-foil sheets is connected to
the contact-spring, and the other to the contactscrew.

CHAPTER III
How to Make a Powerful Shocking Coil.
A good coil for shocking or medical purposes
should be easily regulated so that a current of anyrequired strength may be administered. This can
be effected in various ways, but the best method is
perhaps the regulation by sliding the secondary
coil on or off the primary wire. With a coil made
as follows, this is easily accomplished.
The baseboard may first be made. It should
be of good hard wood—say mahogany —planed
perfectly flat, 12 in. long,
in. wide, and J in.
thick. It should be fitted with two rabbeted
pieces of wood at the sides, as in Fig. 10.
The core is next to be made. This is formed of
a bundle of soft iron wires of about No. 22 gauge,
in. long. Select a piece of thin brass tubing
4J in. long and \ in. in diameter, and pack this
tightly with the iron wires. Then force the bundle
out an inch or so and bind the protruding end
tightly with wire; push the bundle a little farther
and continue binding it and pushing it out until
the whole bundle has been secured. The ends
may then be filed up flat and dipped in soldering
16
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fluid. The ends only should then be secured by
dipping them in some molten solder contained in
a ladle, when the binding wire may be removed
and the core washed in water to get rid of the
remaining soldering fluid. File over the surface
of the core a little, when it should slide freely inside
the J-in. brass tube.

c

Fig. 9.
Brass tube. Now take this brass tube and a
sheet of stout paper, brown paper or cartridge
being very suitable. Cut the paper 10 in. X 4 in.
and paste it with good flour paste or mucilage
until it is thoroughly soaked and quite limp.
Wrap the tube with two turns of clean, dry, thin
paper, and on this proceed to roll the pasted strip,
rubbing it down well all the time. Allow it to
dry, when the brass tube and the paper lining
can be withdrawn, and the result should be a
hard paper tube.
Another narrow strip of paper, \ in. wide, is now
to be wrapped round the core \ in. from its end,
and is to be well pasted or glued in place. It must
be made just thick enough for the paper tube to
fit over it, and if made too large in the first place,

18
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can be shaved or filed down to a suitable size when
dry. The paper tube can now be fixed in place by
glueing it on the collar, making it flush: The brass
tube should be slipped in over the core while the
joint is drying, the arrangement being shown in
Fig. 9 in which B is the brass tube, C the core, P the
collar, and I the outer paper tube. When dry,
withdraw the brass tube and soak the complete
core and paper tube in hot paraffin wax. Then
cut a square piece of mahogany 3 in. each way
and \ in. thick, find the centre of this and bore a
hole just large enough for the paper tube to fit in
(at the collar part). At the top of the wood fit
terminals a and b, Fig. 11, and fit the core in the
wooden square so that it projects by the amount
left outside the paper tube, namely, \ in. Glue
in place Very firmly, the arrangement being shown
in Fig. 11.
The primary wire is to be wound on the paper
tube, the ends being joined to the terminals a, b.
About 4 or 5 oz. No. 18 D.C.C. wire will be required,
but a little more should be provided, and it should
be soaked in melted wax before use. Commence
by baring one end of the wire, scraping it clean
and bright, and twisting it round under the terminal
b, which may then be screwed down tight. Wind
evenly and closely nearly to the other end of the
tube and then return, finishing the second layer at
the wood end. Again wind to the other end and
back, and secure the remaining end, after cleaning
-
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it, under terminal a; the primary winding is now
finished.
The core and primary coil may now be mounted
on the baseboard, being fitted as seen in Fig. 12,

Fig. 13.
the square wooden cheek being glued close against
the rabbeted sides and secured by a couple of wood
screws from underneath. Care should be exercised
in fitting to get the core nice and parallel to the
edges of the baseboard.

20
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The secondary portion of the coil now demands
consideration. Cut two pieces of J-in. hard wood
to the form of Fig. 13, screwing on the strips at
bottom to form the feet which are to slide in the
guides shown in Fig. 10. Build up a strong paper
tube in the manner already indicated when the
primary coil was under discussion. This paper
tube is to be of such diameter inside that it will
slide freely over the finished primary wire; the
inside diameter should not be more than ^ in.
larger and the thickness should be about three
layers of cartridge paper; it must be thoroughly
well pasted or glued. The length is 4 in.
Take the diameter of the tube when dry and
make holes just big enough to take it in the middle
of each wooden cheek as at % Fig. 13. Glue the
cheeks firmly and squarely at each end of the tube
and set aside to dry. Afterwards fit a terminal at
the top of each cheek when the bobbin way be
wound full of No. 34 D. C. C. wire. Before actually
starting this operation try the bobbin in the slide
to see that the feet not only run freely in the
grooves, but also that the paper tube clears the
primary winding also.
A simple winding machine will be needed if the
reader cannot make use of a lathe of any sort.
This winder need only consist of two uprights of
wood fixed on a simple wooden base as in Fig. 14.
The bobbin of wire, which should have been
soaked in melted paraffin wax, is supported by an
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axle consisting of a piece of stout wire. The
secondary bobbin is mounted on a wooden core,
which is also supported firmly on a wire axle,
one end of which is cranked to form a handle.
The wire should be run through the hand, a fairly
long ' bight ' being taken as seen at M, and an
old glove should be worn during the operation.
The beginning of the wire is to be cleaned and

Fig. 14.
passed through a tiny hole in the cheek and se
cured under one terminal, and to save possible dis
appointment it should be tested by means of a
galvanometer and battery before beginning to
wind.
Great care should be taken to wind evenly and
closely from one end to the other. When one
layer is finished it must be covered with a layer
of thin waxed paper, and the second laver wound

22
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back again to the first end, always turning the
handle H Fig. 14 in the same direction. Should
the winding of the second layer draw the waxed
paper away from the wooden cheek a narrow
strip of the same paper should be laid on the un
covered wire (See Fig. 18), as it is at the ends
that there is the greatest tendency to spark from
one layer to another: For this reason every care
must be exercised to prevent the last turn in any
layer from sinking down into any space against
the cheeks. When all the wire is wound on, or the
coil has reached within J in. of the edges of the
bobbin ends, the last end of the wire should be
bared and secured under the second terminal The
last layer of wire should finish at that end; in other
words, there must be an odd number of layers.
The coil may be covered with velvet, silk, thin
' paper ' ebonite, or may be left bare as the maker
chooses. Similarly the finish of the wood-work is
left to his own taste.
Handles should be made of thin brass tube
(preferably nickel-plated) about 4 in. or 4J in.
long and J in or more in diameter. They are
joined to the secondary terminals by means of
flexible silk-covered copper wires the ends of
which are soldered to brass connectors.
The contact breaker is shown at Fig. 15. C is
an ordinary bell contact screw pillar, the screw
itself being tipped with platinum W. The brass
spring H is of suitable height to carry the iron
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armature A exactly opposite the core end. The
lower end of the spring is soldered to a stout bar
of brass B, to which also is soldered the small
terminal R. A stout piece of platinum foil, P,
is soldered on the spring just where W meets it.
The connections of the coil are those shown in the
last chapter at Fig. 7, the primary terminals W

Fig. 15.

and X in that illustration being here connected
one to one terminal of the primary winding (a Fig.
11) the other to C Fig. 15; terminal b Fig. 11
being also joined to R in Fig. 15. For appearance
sake connections should be effected as far as pos
sible by wires carried in grooves underneath the
baseboard,

24
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Regulation in this coil is effected first by sliding
the secondary coil on or off the primary coil and
secondly by withdrawing the brass tube from the
core. To do this easily its end should be fitted
with a tight plug of wood turned to the form of a
little handle as in Fig 9.
The full effect of this coil is obtainable when
two small bichromate cells are employed, and it
should then prove very powerful indeed. One cell
will ordinarily serve, and even two dry cells will
give good results if not worked for too long a time.

CHAPTER IV.
How to Make a £-in. Sparking Coil.
The amateur who has successfully built a shock
ing coil, and has thus gained an insight into the
difficulties and principles of coil construction,
will find a i-in. sparking coil an excellent test of
the skill he has acquired. To those more advanced
in such work a coil of this size may be commended
as one of practical utility, a special application
being the ignition of the charge in a gas or oil
engine, or for motor car purposes.
Materials required. The principal dimensions
can be taken from Chapter VII., from which it
will be seen that the core is to consist of a bundle
of iron wires—the softer and finer the better—6 in.
long, 5x8 in. diameter. This should be made
very compact and tight, and should be wrapped
from end to end with a layer of tape, being secured
at the finishing end by stitching. On this is to
be wound—very tightly and closely—two layers
of primary wire No. 16 D.C.C., leaving Jin. of the
core at each end uncovered. The simplest way of
securing the ends of the primary wire is to bend
each along in the direction of the core, but on
25
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opposite sides of it, securing by means of strong
cotton tied across, as in Fig. 16.
Insulation. The importance of sound insula
tion between primary and secondary winding can
not be overrated, but it can be easily ensured.
To do this, cut a strip of calico or linen about 5 in.
wide and 30 in. long This is to be wound evenly

Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.

Fig. 18.

and rather tightly over the primary wire, and the
last edge stitched. The whole core and primary
winding should then be soaked in hot paraffin
wax until the absence of bubbles shows that it
has penetrated all parts.
Winding. Two ways of winding the secondary
wire are allowable. The best is undoubtedly that
shown and described in the next chapter for a
much more powerful coil, but this is perhaps un
necessarily troublesome for coils up to 1 in. spark
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length. The other consists in winding in four
sections only, which implies a somewhat different
treatment. The method of winding ' in layers '
from end to end, as described in the previous
chapter, is much to be deprecated, as it is too liable
to lead to breakdowns—particularly annoying if the
coil is used for ignition of the charge in a motor
car engine.
It may here be remarked that a smaller coil—
for \ in. spark—might be built in two sections
only; but up to 1 in., four sections should be
employed.
For the four sections of the present coil, make
four spools each barely 1 in. long and 2f in. dia
meter. These are made by winding three or four
layers of paper on top of the finished primary,
securing with glue or shellac and glueing on cir
cular cardboard ends; the bobbin (shown in Fig. 17)
should be removed from the primary to dry, and
is then to be well soaked in paraffin wax.
A wooden mandrel should be turned on which
the spools will just fit, and this should either be
mounted in the lathe or in a simple winding
machine. On the whole, it will be found advis
able not to soak the spool of wire in wax before
winding, as when that is done it cannot then be
wound so closely. About \ lb. of No. 36 D.C.C.
wire will be needed; silk-covered wire would, of
course, give better results, but its cost hardly war
rants its use.
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A tiny hole should be made in one of the ends
of each spool close to the central paper cylinder;
another similar hole is to be made in the other
ends near the outer edge. These holes are best
made with a red-hot needle, and the burr (if any)
should be removed inside and out. The winding
should be as close and even as possible, and if the
first layer is well done the second may be continued
back over it. It will then almost certainly be
necessary to cover the wire with a layer of thinnish
paper (one turn is all that is needed), as otherwise
any gap between adjacent turns will allow a turn
of wire to sink down into contact with those in the
first layer, the difference of potential being then
sufficient to break down the insulation to that part.
The paper may be secured by a little shellac, and
the third layer of wire wound over it.
Quite possibly it will be found that the winding
will ' pull ' the paper by causing it to sink between
the turns of the previous layer. This will result in
leaving the end of that layer bare (see Fig. 18).
It is important to cover this with a narrow strip of
paper or thin tape before winding over it. Paper
should cover every layer that is not quite perfect,
before proceeding to wind the next layer.
Spools. All four spools are to be wound in ex
actly the same direction, but they may advantage
ously contain different quantities of wire. The
outer spools might each contain about two-thirds
the amounts on the others as indicated by dotted
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lines in Fig. 19. When all are finished the spools
must be well soaked in hot paraffin wax ; if carefully
done the wax will penetrate every part of the
winding and form a solid mass of the whole. The
four spools are now to be assembled on the
finished primary. Their arrangement will be
shown in Fig. 19 the two lighter spools on the ends
of the coil. They must be put on in a definite
order as shown, the end spools having their finish
ing ends outside and the finishing ends of the
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Fig. 19.
middle coils to be in the middle space. Just a
sufficient length of wire should be led outside the
spools, cleaned, scraped, twisted together and
soldered. These joints are to be pushed down
between the spools, which can then all be closed
up on middle of the core.
Testing the spools. Tests have been presumably
been made of the whole secondary spool of wire
and of the separate coils before assembling them.
They may now be again tested by joining the elec
trodes of a battery to the primary winding, the sec
ondary ends being held about ^ in. apart.
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On breaking the primary circuit, a spark should
jump the air gap at the secondary electrodes,
but will not much exceed the length named until
the condenser has been fitted.
The condenser consists of about 40 sheets of
tin-foil 7 in. X 3 in., interleaved with waxed
papers 8J in. X 4J in., constructed and connected
as elsewhere described. With a suitable battery
(two good-sized bichromate cells or two accumu
lators such as are used for motor cycle work) a
\ in. spark should be easily obtained, but with
four dry cells of the usual motor cycle type the
length would not be so great unless the battery
is quite new.
■ To finish the coil, fit wooden ends over the core
close against the primary winding. These ends
may be 3 in. diameter or square, and § in. or
\ in. thick. If the coil is for experimental use, it
may be fixed to a baseboard by screwing through
to the wooden ends. The two primary ends are
brought out and taken down through the base
board, and the secondary wires can be carried
to terminals, as in the case of the medical coil
previously described. A contact breaker of the
usual type should be fitted, and the condenser
placed in a shallow box below the baseboard. The
coil can be finished off by a turn of paper-ebonite
cemented in place.
For motor car work the coil may be fitted with
ends about 3J in. diameter. The secondarv should
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be covered with paraffin wax until it presents a
smooth, cylindrical surface 2$ in. in diameter.
Round this and between the ends, the condenser
may very well be fixed, first warming it through
to make it pliable, and this will constitute a neat
and compact coil for the work. Several sheets of
paraffined paper may surround the whole, and a
final immersion in hot wax will make the coil quite
impervious to water.

CHAPTER V.
The Construction of a 4-in. Sparking Coil.
The materials and tools required are simple and
few in number. The ordinary light wood and
metal working tools possessed by the average
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amateur should sumce to turn out a well finished
and efficient coil. The aid of a lathe will greatly
facilitate the construction, but it is by no means
indispensable.
Materials required. The first thing to do will
be to obtain all the materials. The most expensive
32
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item will be the secondary wire. Obtain 4§ lbs.
No. 36 D.C.C. wire; this is about $2.25 per lb.
(silk insulation is unnecessary). For the primary
1 i lb No. 12 D.C.C. wire at about 23 cents per lb.,
1J lb. of thin tin-foil at about 30 cents per lb.,
one piece of hard rubber tube 8f in. by 1 {■} in.
outside diameter and J in. thick, $1.50. Two
pieces of sheet hard rubber J in. thick 4J in. X
4f in. at about $2.10. 1 lb. No. 22 soft iron wire
15 cents. 1J quire white filter paper (obtain at
chemical warehouse) 30 cents; a piece of No. 14
platinum wire § in. long at $1.30; two large bind
ing posts; two small ditto at about 10 cents each;
a few square inches of T\ in. sheet brass 25 cents;
4 in. of J in. width clock spring ; one contact screw
about one in. long, T3ff thick with lock nut; one
piece of soft iron rod, f in. in diameter and 1 in.
long; four ^ in. machine screws, \\ in. long; two
| in. machine screws, Jin. long; two TVin. screws
(brass) , J in. long ; two dozen assorted wood screws,
| in. to f in. long, about 50 cents the lot ; a few
square feet of $ in. basswood or good pine for the
base, 25 cents; 2 lbs. of paraffin wax, about 15 cents
per lb. ; solder, resin, and shellac varnish. These
quantities are a liberal allowance for a coil this
size, and are intended only as a guide for the
amateur.
Fig. 20 shows a plan of base for this coil.
The baseboard of the apparatus (19, Fig. 21) is
in the form of a shallow box, 12J in. by 7J in. by
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2f in. deep. It will be a fairly simple piece of
work; the joints being either screwed or dove
tailed together, according to the skill of the worker.
The main thing is to make it strong and square.
Smooth up the sides and top well, so that it can

Fig. 22.
be varnished. It will be seen from the sketch
that the under side is covered in by a thin, wellfitting board.
This is fixed by screws to fillets
glued into the corners of the box.
The coil ends are indicated by Nos. 4 and 10 in
Fig. 21. The best possible material for these is
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ebonite, although paraffined oak would make a
good substitute. These must be nicely filed up
to size, and the edges and surfaces finished off
with fine emery cloth and oil. Then bore a 13/16
in. hole (a good fit for ebonite tube) a little above
the centre as sketched. This can be done in the
lathe or by means of a fret-saw, finishing off true
with a half round file. Two holes must now be
drilled in the lower edges and tapped for a T\
in. screw; also one hole in the top edge for the
terminals of secondary wire.
Insulating tube. The important insulating tube
between primary and secondary (3, Fig. 21)
must be obtained cut to size, straight and circular;
be very careful that no minute holes perforate
the walls. This would cause a speedy breakdown
of the coil. If an ebonite tube cannot be obtained
make one by wrapping thin • ' paper ' ebonite
around a mandrel, cementing each layer with
shellac varnish.
Core wire. For the soft iron wire core cut the
No. 22 iron wire into 8 lengths; straighten and
make into a neat round bundle 1 in. in diameter.
Next pour some shellac varnish down between
the wire, and dry in the oven. The core is shown
by 1, Fig. 21. Two wood flanges must now be
made (No. 11) so as to fit the core tight at the ends
and slip easily into the ebonite tubes. Fix on
tight so as to leave a space of 7 in. between them.
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A layer of paper should now be cemented around
the core and three layers of No. 12 D.C.C. wire
wound in the space. Two small holes will require
to be drilled one at each end, 12 in. of the wire
being passed through the hole close to the core
from the inside ; the end of the third layer is brought
out through the hole drilled in the edge of the
opposite flange. Keep the winding as close and
tight as possible, and finally give it a coat of shellac
varnish.
Fig. 22 shows a cross-section of a 4-in. spark coil.
A section winder will be required for making
the secondary sections, No. 8a in the figure. This
will be understood by looking at the sketch, Fig.
23. It consists of two discs of hard wood, 3f in.
diameter, separated not more than J in. by a disc
of metal ljf in. diameter. The three are
fixed upon a screw spindle and clamped together
by nuts. This has now to be mounted in uprights
secured to a wood base. A small handle is bent
or attached to the end of the spindle. This being
made, the spools of No. 36 wire must be well
saturated with hot paraffin. This will best be done
by obtaining a metal vessel deep enough to ho!d
the spools. Melt the paraffin carefully in it and
then immerse the spools in it till no more airbubbles are driven out; the spools may then be
hung up to drain. Now fix the winder securely
to the table, and fix a stout wire horizontally and
about 2 ft. above the table. On this the spool
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is placed, and a Bunsen burner fixed underneath;
the hot air rising from it will render the paraffin
on the wire soft.
Secure a turn of wire around
the centre disc of the winder, and proceed to care
fully wind until the space is full. Then cut the
wire and remove the inner disc of the winder; the
wire section will readily come away from the

Fig. 23.
disc, this being tapered for the purpose. The
wax will reset on the turns of wire and hold them
quite firm. Forty sections must be made, and it
would be advisable to test each one for continuity
with battery and galvanometer or a magneto before
mounting.
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The discs insulating one secondary section from
the next (No. 8 in Fig. 21) are to be made from
filter paper, and soaked in paraffin wax. For
melting the wax, obtain a shallow baking tin,
which should not be less than 11 in. X 7 in. As

Fig. 24.
the condenser sheets will also require paraffining
make a true cardboard gauge, 4 in. diam. by
Iff in. hole in centre ; place this over a number
of the sheets together, and cut through with a
sharp penknife. About ninety discs will be re
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quired. Next, have the paraffin nicely melted,
and soak the discs in it; take them out one at a
time, allow to set for an instant, and then place
them on a clean sheet of paper to cool. It is
important that no dust or metallic particles ad
here to the surfaces.

CONDENSER
Fig. 25.
The condenser (Fig. 25) consists of sixty sheets
of tin-foil interleaved with paraffined paper. Cut
the paper 10 in. X 6J in., and paraffin them as
before. The foil sheets must be cut to size (8 in.
X 5 in.) with a connecting lug as sketched. This
may be done by first cutting the sheet J in.
longer and slitting it across to within 1 in. of the
edge, then simply bend back the lug thus formed.
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Proceed to build up the condenser by first cutting
two pieces of cardboard, 10 in. X 6J in. Lay
one flat on a level table ; on the top place a sheet
of paraffined paper; next place a foil sheet sym
metrical with it, with its lug projecting over the
edge; over this a paper sheet, next a foil sheet,
with its lug at the opposite lower corner, and so
on alternately, till the full number are built up.
Fasten the lugs on each side firmly together.
The other cardboard sheet is now to be placed on top.
Heavily weight it for some hours, and after
wards tie firmly together with tape.
Contact breaker. The construction of the con
tact breaker or interruptor (21 and 24) will be
readily understood from the sketch, Fig. 24. The
soft iron armature is made from a piece of f in.
round iron 1 in. long. This is drilled and tapped
and secured to the spring, this being rigidly
attached to a brass angle plate. A screw passes
through so as to press against the spring and
increase the tension if necessary. The head of
the armature screw must be filed down, and a
small hole drilled in its centre to allow a small
piece of No. 14 platinum wire being driven in
tight. The contact screw end must be tipped
in the same manner. This screw is supported by
a long angle-piece, into which it screws nicely.
A lock nut should be added to the screw, or else
a slot cut through into the hole, so that the sides
can be closed up on to the screw to keep it firm.
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Holes for small wood screws are drilled, as shown,
into the bases of the plates; also a third hole, to
allow of a connecting pin being screwed or soldered
in.
The commutator or reverser is not absolutely
necessary, but is a useful addition to the coil.
The form illustrated in Fig. 26 is as good as any.
It consists of a short cylinder of ebonite or hard
wood E, through the centre of which passes a
brass pin F. This is really in two parts, so as
to be insulated from each other. Two contact
plates are screwed to opposite sides of the cylin
ders, and one put into contact with each of
the pins by a screw passing through it The
cylinder is supported by two angle-pieces A and
B, and two brass springs C and D, arranged to
press against the contact plates. An ebonite
or brass handle is attached to the spindle. Plates
A and B form the terminals, and the springs C
and D are attached—one to the free end of the
primary coil and the other to the contact screw.
It will readily be seen that the springs C and D
can be put into contact with either poles of the
battery at will by simply turning the cylinder
round.
Building up secondary. The most important
detail in fitting the parts together is to build up
the secondary. For this a small vessel of melted
paraffin, soldering iron, solder, resin, and a warm
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laundry iron will be required. Have all the discs
and sections at Hand, and fix the ebonite tube
into one of its flanges, so as to pass through § in.,
and stand it up vertical. Slip three or four paper
discs over the tube and flat against the flange;
then fix a section in position, withdraw inner end
E

Fig. 26.
of the wire and arrange it concentric with the tube.
The space (3a, Fig. 21) must be filled up solid
with melted paraffin. When set, place two in
sulating discs on top (the wire being brought
up through them) ; then smooth them down with
the warm iron. The sections must be connected —
two insides together, then two outsides, and then
insides, and so on. Be most careful to get the
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proper face down, otherwise some of the sections
will be opposing each other. The proper way is
shown on diagram, Fig. 27. The joints will re
quire to be soldered, the inner joint being neatly
tucked in the space between section and tube.
The outer joint (No. 7) is brought over the top of

discs, and then slipped in between them. When
all the sections are in place, bring the inner end of
the last one up between three or four insulating
discs, and fit on the other coil flange. Any
space between it and the last sections, when the
tube is projecting through equally on each side,
should be filled up with more paraffined discs. Two
small holes are now to be drilled slantwise up
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through the flange to the terminals 5 and 6, and
the secondary wires passed through and joined
to them.

Assembling. The position of the fastening
down holes on the base is now to be found, and
the holes drilled to allow the screws to pass through
into the holes into the flanges (17 and 18). The
primary is now slipped into the tube, and two
tight-fitting end pieces of wood (12) made to fit
the tube. One must have a § in. hole drilled
through its centre (12), and both will require
small holes drilling to pass the primary wires
through. These are then taken through holes in
the baseboard. The contact breaker should now
be fixed in position as shown on the diagram,
and the end of the wire nearest soldered to the
brass pin in the armature support. The contact
screw is taken direct to one of the large terminals
(16), the other terminal making contact to the
free end of the primary (4a). The lugs of the
condenser are put in contact, one to each' contact
pillar and spring. Make a good connection to
foil lugs by wrapping some No. 24 tinned copper
wire tightly around them and making a soldered
connection to each of the pins (22 and 23). The
condenser can be wedged in place with a few strips
of wood and the wood base cover screwed on
when all is secure inside.
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The covering for the secondary consists best of
' paper ' ebonite, cut to a good fit between the
flanges and made to overlap about 1 in. The lap
is cemented with strong shellac varnish, a few
turns of string keeping it in place till set. An ex
cellent substitute for ebonite is paraffined cartridge
paper fixed in the same way, afterwards varnished
black. The coil can now be tested. Arrange the
armature to be about r\ in. from the core, and
adjust the contact screw, so that when the armature
touches the core the circuit is broken ^ in.
Next fix a short piece of wire in each secondary
terminal, so that they stand 4 in. apart. On con
necting three large bichromate cells in series on to
the primary terminals, the interruptor should
vibrate and produce a torrent of sparks between
secondary terminals. If the full length of spark
is not obtained right off, try putting more or less
tension on the armature spring till successful.
No difficulty should occur in obtaining a full 4\ in.
spark if the directions are closely followed. If
storage batteries are used to work the coil, place
a small resistance in series, otherwise the platinum
contacts will burn away quickly, due to the heavy
current on short circuiting at the contacts; also
be careful not to overwork the coil with too many
cells.
The appearance of the coil will be greatly
improved by finishing off the brass work, such as
the contact breaker, commutator and terminals,
to as high a polish as possible; then lacquer the
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parts with a good white or gold metal lacquer.
The commutator, if used, is best placed in the
position shown in the baseboard plan.
A word of warning should also be given against
using the coil on high voltage circuits with the
electrolytic interrupter. The insulation is almost
certain to be broken down if the current is kept on
more than a few seconds. This is due to the in
tense pressure induced in the secondary, and as
the current is also fairly heavy for the wire to
carry, it is liable to warm it up and soften the
paraffin, and thereby allow a spark to perforate it.
This coil will stand the use of an electrolytic
interruptor very well if the following changes
in the construction of the apparatus are made.
Instead of D.C.C. wire on the secondary, use
D.S.C. wire. In place of the paraffined paper
insulation between each section of the secondary,
mica-disks
in. thick, or " micanite " T1c in.
thick, should be used. These changes will bring
the cost of the induction coil about $12 to $13
higher.

CHAPTER VI.
How to Increase the Efficiency of Sparking
Coils.
The principal fault to be found in coils of good
design and construction is in regard to the con
tact breaker. The ordinary form so commonly
fitted because of its great simplicity is to be seen
in the drawing of the various coils described in
this book. The trouble with this type of break
is that its armature is usually attracted by the
soft iron core of the coil before this latter has
really had time to become thoroughly magnetized,
and as on this degree of saturation the effect of
induction largely depends, it follows that the full
power of the coil is not called into play. Various
means have been adopted for the purpose of pro
longing the contact to enable the core to feel
the full effect of the current in the primary wind
ing; and sometimes the substitution of a strong
for a weak spring will effect a very considerable
improvement in the sparking length of a given coil.
Sparking troubles. Another trouble with large
coils especially is the destructive sparking when
the ordinary break is employed. This results
in a comparatively uncertain contact between the
platinum surfaces, which becomes very marked
48
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after the coil has been used for some time, the
platinum becoming volatilized, and depositing
on the negative side of the contact, making the
surfaces very uneven, and having a burnt appear
ance. Consequently, unless they are trimmed
up with a smooth file occasionally, the full cur
rent necessary to magnetize the coil cannot pass
the contacts.
Mercury interrupter. These defects are absent
in the type of break called a mercury interruptor,
which can be readily adapted to any coil without
interfering with the construction in the least.
The principal of the mercury break is that de
vised by Foucault many years ago, and which
has recently been revived in several modified and
unnecessarily complicated forms. In the type
here described and illustrated in Fig. 28, the lines
of the original break are followed, but the vibrat
ing wire or contact rod is actuated by an independ
ent electro-magnet, instead of utilizing the core.
The parts and materials for constructing this
break are of a very simple character, and they
are easily fitted together in the following manner:
Obtain an ordinary bell magnet with armature
and contact complete, but substitute good massive
platinum contacts if these are too light. The
magnet should be wound with plenty of fairly
thin wire. Make a suitable baseboard, say 7 in.
X 4 in. X i in., and get also about 6 in. of $ in.
brass rod, four terminals, two 4-oz. wide-mouthed
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glass bottles, two feet of No. 10 bare copper wire,
a few inches of glass rod, and some mercury.
The diagram, Fig. 28, will indicate the method of
fitting up. The magnet is to be mounted by
means of a tapped hole in the yoke on top of the

Fig. 28.
brass rod, the end of which is suitably screwed.
The other end of this brass rod, R, is screwed
firmly into the baseboard. The two phials are
fixed close together in recesses cut in the base,
and a portion of the No. 10 copper wire is bent to
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a U-shape, so that one leg dips into each bottle,
the top of this U being securely soldered to the
hammer shaft of the magnet. The leg, C, dips
nearly to the bottom of its jar; B is pointed and
goes to within half an inch of the bottom. A
cork being fitted in the jar, P, has in it three
holes, one large enough to admit B freely without
any chance of binding; and in the second is fitted
the glass rod G, which can slide up and down.
A permanent connection of No. 10 or 12 copper
wire must reach to the bottom of the jar D, and
be connected to the terminal A; a similar arrange
ment being made also in regard to the second jar
P, i in. of clean mercury is then placed in each
phial, and also 1 in. deep of alcohol (methylated
spirits) in P. The purpose which the alcohol
serves is to extinguish the electric arc or spark
which is formed while breaking the current.
The magnet terminals are joined up to a
couple of Leclanche cells, and E, A connected,
one each, to the existing contact and spring
pillars. The platinums must be separated by a
small bit of cardboard, and the screw turned
till there can be no movement of the armature.
The usual battery is then joined up to the coil
terminals, and a few trial adjustments of the
speed of interruption by the armature contact
and the wire dipping into the mercury made,
when excellent results should be obtained. The
object of the glass rod G is to enable a greater or
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less height of mercury to be obtained by pushing
the rod down or up as required.
Dimensions. The exact dimensions of the vari
ous parts are not of great importance, and the
method of fitting up should easily be understood

Fig. 29.
from the diagram. This is approximately onethird size, and is suitable for coils between 2-in.
and 12-in. spark.
Wehnelt interruptor. Better than any mechan
ical circuit breaker for very large coils is the very
modern apparatus known as the Wehnelt inter
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ruptor. A practical form of this is illustrated in
Figs. 29 to 33, and may be made as follows:
Construction. To construct the interruptor as
shown in Fig. 30, procure a square glass (or
earthenware (accumulator cell measuring about
5 in.X3 in.X3 in., and from mahogany, $ in. in
thickness, cut a piece to form for it a lid or cover
4 in. square to allow \ in. overhang all round.

Fig. 30.

Fig. 31.

On a centre line drawn across its grain, cut an
aperture
in. longXi in. wide, and at one end,
and right angles thereto, cut another \\ in. X^ in.,
thus making the complete aperture T-shaped.
The cover. On that side of the cover which
ultimately will be innermost, screw on two narrow
fillets, one at each side of the larger part of the
opening, in such a manner that their ends and one
side will just butt against the upper edges of the
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vessel, so as to serve the twofold service of forming
a step for the cover and a prevention of warping.
Fig. 30 shows this, the dotted line indicating the
top of the vessel. The under side of the cover
should be rendered impervious to steam and
water by enamelling it two or three coats, and
the edges and upper side finished by polishing or
varnishing.
Next, cut a piece of close-grained cork to the
shape shown in Fig. 31. Virtually it is a 1-in.
cube rabbetted $ in. deep on either side to fit
and slide rather stiffly in the larger slot in the
cover.
The tube. Take a piece of uranium glass tubing
of \ in. diameter by 8 in. or 9 in. long, and with
the aid of a spirit-lamp or gas Bunsen flame heat
it near one end until soft. Before it has time to
cool, stop the end with the finger-tip, and blowing
gently with the lips at the other, bend it to as
near a right angle as possible. The object of
blowing, it may be mentioned, is to prevent the
walls of the tube in their plastic condition from
collapsing; on the other hand, if blown too vio
lently, an unsightly bulb probably will appear.
The tube, at this stage, should be as at A,
Fig. 32. At a distance of about \ in. from the
bend, re-heat the tube and carefully draw in it a
narrow contraction by pulling, ensuring, in so
doing, to keep the part perfectly straight (see B,
Fig. 32). When cool, take the tube in both hands,
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and with thumb nails together at the point marked
by a dotted line in the figure, break it clea'nly in
two. Insert in the small orifice, which the tube
will then have, a piece of No. 20 B. & S. platinum
wire about | in. long, projecting \ in. or $ in.,
and secure it by playing on the tip of the glass
with a very fine blowpipe flame. Let the glass
accumulate only sufficiently to hold the wire in
place, as, should it become much thickened, it will
be liable to fracture when in use. The instant the
final operation is completed, thickly cover the
tube from point to bend with the deposit of a
smoky gas flame. Beneath this carbonaceous en
velope cooling will progress comparatively slowly,
so that, for all practical purposes, the glass will
be thoroughly annealed—a most desirable quality,
it is to be noted.
Bore a hole in the piece of cork previously
fitted to the vessel's lid, and thrust the upper end
or straight part through it from its under side,
adjusting the tube in the hole, which, by the way,
it should fit tightly, so that the platinum point
may reach about midway down the depth of the
bath. A piece of sheet-lead must now be cut to
the form and dimensions given in Fig. 33, a suit
able gauge for this being No. 14 B. & S., or about
in. thick, though it is scarcely necessary to
be particular within one or two numbers of that
guage.
Cut a small wedge-shaped piece of any wood
l\ in. wide 1 in. long, and tapering from \ in. to
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J in. Place the lug of the lead plate through the
smaller slot of the lid from underneath, fasten
it firmly into position from above with the wedge,
and finish that electrode by clamping to its up
standing portion an appropriate brass bindingscrew.
h—Hg—

-ajff.
Fig. 32.

>j

Fig. 33.

A terminal for the anode may be screwed into
the cover on the side opposite to the cathode.
Twist a piece of fairly heavy-gauge silk-covered
copper wire into spiral form, bare both ends,
bending one to the shape of a ring that it may be
clamped securely under the base of the bindingscrew, and straightening the other to dip an inch
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or so into the top of the glass tube. To complete
the interruptor for use, fill the vessel to within J
in. of the top with water and sulphuric acid in the
proportions of 8 to 1, and pour sufficient pure
mercury into the tube to enable connection to be
made between the platinum point and the dipping
wire.
Electrodes. Generally it will be found con
venient to make several platinum electrodes, each
with its distinctive feature, such as length and
thickness of the point, its degree of sharpness,
and the reverse. If one only is made, it is well to
decide upon the e.m.f. of the current usually to
be applied, and then to shorten or, it may be,
lengthen the piece of platinum until the best effect
on that particular circuit is attained. Needless
to say, the former course is the better of the two.
When first trying the break, the bath being
cold, switch on a current of from 2 to 3 amperes
at a potential difference of about 45 volts. Fig.
34 shows another very efficient form of electro
lytic interruptor, which is easily made, and should
not cost more than 75 cents complete. The in
terruptor is so simple that it needs very little ex
planation. A is a glass or porcelain jar 5 or 6 in.
high, about 4 in. in diameter; B a porcelain cup
or beaker 4 in. X2 in. or 2$. A glass rod C $ in.
thick with a point on one end. Into each jar
a lead electrode D and E are placed which have
the shape as shown in F. Two covers are fitted
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to the jars G H. G has a hole to receive a cork
I which holds the glass rod in place. Openings
must be made at L and M into these covers to pass
the lead terminals through. The cup B has a
hole in the bottom not larger than -fa in. This

Fig. 34.
hole K receives the point of the glass rod C which
acts as a valve. After the apparatus is assembled
it is filled about § full with diluted sulphuric
acid 8 to 1. It is ready now for connecting up and
can be tried. To start push the glass rod as far
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down into the hole K as possible. The effect
and operation of this interrupter is the same as
Fig. 29.
It must be remembered that in using an electro
lytic interruptor no condenser is necessary.
The action of the apparatus is peculiar; the
interruptions of the current being caused appa
rently by an incredibly rapid formation and
disruption around the anode of a gaseous sheath.
The circuit into which it is inserted should possess
a certain degree of self-induction, as otherwise
it will fail to operate. It is also upon this in
duction, the electro-motive force of the current
and the surface area of the anode, that the fre
quency of the interruptions or oscillations depend,
it being possible, by the relative alteration of
these three factors, to effect wide variations.
Examination with a rotating mirror, such as
is usually employed for determinations of this
kind, has shown that the interruptions may reach
if not actually exceed, the extraordinary number
of 1500 per second. This admirably fits the break
for radiographic work, the fluorescent screen par
ticularly, since at such a rapidity there can be
no flickering of the light sensible to the eye.
It has been found, in experimenting with the
Wehnelt contact breaker, that the potential dif
ference of the circuit must be greater than that
which customarily suffices, though the voltage may
need but slight augmentation if the electrode bath
be heated to about 150° F.— a quality self-acquired
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to some extent, after a short period of use; that
the secondary spark or, as it more resembles,
flame discharge of the coil is of extreme heat,
whilst, also, its thickness far surpasses that which
could be obtained by using a hammer, or indeed,
any mechanical break.
Owing to the heat of the discharge, the current
must be regulated with the greatest nicety, and
for this purpose it is advisable to insert in the
circuit either a choking coil or a rheostat and
suitable measuring instruments.
From two to three or, at most, four amperes of
current will, in the majority of cases, be found
sufficient for radiography, a heavy current being
most destructive to the vacuum tubes.
Whilst a good coil can be much increased in
usefulness by the adoption of special apparatus
as here described, it should always be remembered
that the secret of building a good coil with the
minimum amount of secondary wire is to have it
most thoroughly insulated, and, at the same time
well arranged with regard to its primary winding.
In other words, the closer the secondary can be
got to the primary winding, always supposing
the insulation to be perfect, the better will be the
results obtainable.

CHAPTER VII.
Particulars of Coils for Various Lengths of
Spark.
The following tables are designed to assist
readers in forming an estimate of the dimensions
they should choose when about to build an in
duction coil to give a certain length of spark.
It should be observed that these particulars are
necessarily of an approximate character only—
the ability of different workers being extremely
wide in range, and this being the determining
factor in induction coil construction.
Conse
quently, it may be remarked that the dimen
sions and quantities here quoted are the minimum
that should be employed ordinarily, and they will
only give the stated results under conditions of
excellent workmanship.
The most suitable primary batteries for work
ing induction coils are those of the ordinary singlefluid bichromate type, unless a very long ' run '
is anticipated, when the double fluid or ' constantcurrent ' bichromate battery is better. In nearly
all cases an accumulator is the most satisfactory
source of current, but is not always available,
and the only primary battery, other than the bi
chromate types already mentioned, that can be
regarded as quite satisfactory is the EdisonLalande cell: this is, however, expensive in the
large sizes necessary for coil work.
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TABLE II.
Wire Gauges Compared in Decimal Parts of an Inch.
MW&casehnbu'rsn
Randoebling's

&SBhraorwpne
Ameorrican

IBrmipteirshal EStnagnldairsdh
Standard. Gauge.

.34
.284
.238
.203
.165
.134
.109
.083
.065
.049
.035
.028
.022
.018
.014
.012
.009
.007
.005

.324
.276
.232
.192
.16
.128
.104
.08
.064
.048
.036
.028
.022
.018
.0148
.0124
.0108
.0092
.0076

Gauge.

Number.

Gauge.

0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
13
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36

.32486
. 25763
.20431
. 16202
. 12849
.10189
.08081
. 06408
. 05082
.0403
.03196
. 02535
.0201
.01594
.01264
.01002
. 00795
.0063
.005

.307
.263
.225
.192
.162
.135
.105
.08
.063
.047
.035
.028
.023
.018
.016
.014
.013
.01
.009

LGauge
Wire
ondon

tub's
EirmoringhamSWireGauge.

EOldngorlish

.34
.284
.238
.203
.165
.134
.109
.083
.065
.049
.035
.0315
.025
.0205
.0165
.01375
.01125
.0095
.0075

CHAPTER VIII.
Experiments with the Induction Coil.
A book dealing with the subject of induction
coils would hardly be complete without some
reference to the experiments which may be per
formed with any sparking coil. Those in which
a shocking coil is employed are of too obvious a
nature to require description, but it is worth
while reminding readers that many people can
not safely bear the most moderate electrical
shocks, so that great care should be exercised
when experimenting with an ordinary medical
coil. It need hardly be said that experiments
with sparking coils should be conducted with the
greatest possible care. There should be no hurry ;
wires should all be connected up before the current
is switched on, and no one but the operators
should be allowed to touch any part of the appa
ratus.
For the best experiments a coil capable of pro
ducing at least J-in. sparks is desirable.
With
this, deflagration, vacuum tube, and wireless tele
graphy experiments can be carried out. For X-ray
work or radiography, a 4-in. spark is practically
essential ; and if the work is to be on a professional
or semi-professional scale, a 6-in. spark is the
least the coil should give.
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Begin by observing the character of the sec
ondary spark. If two points, one connected to
each terminal of the secondary, are made to ap
proach from beyond sparking distance, nothing
will be observed in daylight until such a position
is reached that the longest spark can bridge the
space. It will be seen that this spark is of a very
beautiful violet color, tending to red at one end.
The character of the spark depends upon the
distance it is made to traverse; at its greatest
length it is thin, blue, and snapping, and takes
a crooked course; when shortened, it assumes a
flaming appearance, especially at one pole, goes
in a straight line, and has a more rushing sound.
The short thick spark is the ' calorific spark '
and it has the power of deflagrating explosive
mixtures.
Experiments should be made on the character
of the discharge when different metals are used
for the electrodes, as for instance, fine iron wire.
In this case, when the spark begins to assume the
ca'orific character, one of the wires will be found
t grow hot and ultimately to melt off at the end.
This is the negative pole of the secondary, and
the effect appears to be due to a kind of bom
bardment which takes place from the positive
pole.
For ordinary sparking experiments the negative
electrode should terminate in a fairly large brass
disc, the positive being a needle point adjustable
as to distance, but moving opposite the centre
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of the disc. By this means the longest sparks
can be obtained. It will be noticed that the sparks
constantly strike fresh places, and they almost
invariably traverse very crooked paths through
the air. In this respect they are like lightning flashes
—' small editions ' of which they really are, as a
matter of fact. These crooked paths represent
' lines of least resistance,' the electric current,
no doubt, finding irregularly distributed particles
of conducting matter floating in the atmosphere.
If the space between the electrodes be increased
beyond sparking distance, sparks can be made to
pass by holding a lighted spirit-lamp so that the
heated gases from it rise up between the poles.
Similarly, the electrodes being adjusted so as to
bear on a glass plate even twice the usual maxi
mum distance apart, a spark can be made to pass
by breathing on the glass.
Keeping the electrodes in the position last in
dicated, scatter some fine metal filings on the
glass. Sparks at once scintillate in a beautiful
way over the intervening space, leaping from one
particle to another, and diverging very considerably
from a straight path. Repeat this experiment,
but using finely scraped ' blacklead ' from an
ordinary pencil. This gives slightly different
effects, and a further experiment is to approach
the electrodes closely amongst the carbon particles,
which then begin to glow vividly like a tiny arclamp. Next put a considerable quantity of this
powdered carbon on the plate and approach the
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poles to the little heap ; it will be seen that a clear
space is made round the positive pole, the par
ticles being apparently blown from the elec
trode.
All phenomena of sparking are very much more
beautiful when the experiments are conducted in
the dark. It will then be obvious that a great deal
has been lost in the previous experiments, and
glowing brush-like but silent discharges will be
found on the electrodes when these are separated
quite beyond sparking distance. All this time
the characteristic odor of ozone will be noticeable
even when a small coil is being worked. This
becomes marked when a large coil is operated,
and too, much of this very energetic form of
oxygen should not be inhaled.
A darkened room is the proper place to exhibit
the beautiful experiments which can be performed
with vacuum or Geissler tubes. These are too
varied in number and character to be dealt with
here at any length, and the earnest experimenter
should study the subject carefully, especially if an
insight into the marvels of X-ray and other radio
graphic work have attractions for him. With
the smallest sparking coil even, very beautnui
experiments can be made with small vacuum
tubes, though the simplest of these is an ordinary
electric incandescence. It does not matter if this
is a 'burnt-out ' specimen, so long as the vacuum
is perfect. Hold the lamp by the top of the glass
bulb and present the capped end to either electrode
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of the coil, when the space inside the iamp will
glow with an indescribable bluish light, which
appears even when the lamp is held several
inches away from any part of the coil. Various
rotating devices are obtainable, by means of which
a group of vacuum tubes can be spun round while
glowing, and most delightful combinations can
be made in that way.
Wireless telegraphy and radiography (or X-rays)
are two of the most modern instances involving
the use of induction coils. Since, however, in these
matters the coil and its sparking properties
are but means to other ends, and as very long
explanations would be absolutely necessary, they
cannot be dealt with here.
Suffice it to say
that coils as described in this book are quite the
proper apparatus for experiments in these direc
tions.
Reference may be made in conclusion to the dis
continuous nature of the secondary spark.
Many
people suppose that the bright flash is uninter
rupted, but that this is not the case can be shown by
a very simple yet striking piece of apparatus. A
large disc of white card— say not less than 18 in.
diameter—is marked out and blackened as in
Fig. 35. The various rows of squares, circles, etc.,
contain each a different number of these spaces.
This disc is mounted by being nailed to a wooden
boss fixed on a spindle. The spindle is carried
by a simple wooden frame, and has on its further
end a small grooved wheel. Below is another
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spindle on which is fixed a much larger pulley
wheel, in which again is fastened a crank handle
to turn it. A leather bootlace forms a driving
belt. When this apparatus is worked in a dark
ened room and the coil is set in operation, the

Fig. 35.

curious effect will be observed that some of the
rows of circles, etc., appear to travel in one, and
others in the other, direction. This is due to the
intermittent and instantaneous lighting up of the
secondary spark. As the disc is driven faster or
slower, some of the moving circles run slower,
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stop, and reverse their apparent direction. This
experiment is an extremely interesting one, and
usually takes well even amongst the variety of
other striking effects obtainable from a good in
duction coil.
Note.—For a more complete description of the
construction of induction coils, see Norrie.
Also, Norrie on " Experimenting with Induction
Coils."
Medical Coils, see Allsop.
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and diagrams, 12mo., cloth. $1.00.*
PPJVATE HOUSE ELECTRIC LIGHTING. A popular handbook
of modern methods in wiring and fitting as applied to private
houses, including a chapter on small generating plants. By F. H.
Taylor. 2d edition, rewritten. Contents of Chapters: 1. Systems
of Supply. 2. Systems of Wiring. 3. Arrangements of Circuits
and Conductors, etc. 4. Arrangements of Lights and Switches.
5. The Testing of an Installation. 6. The Materials and Accessories
Used. 7. Cost of Installation Work. 8. Cost of Using Electric
Light. 9. Generating Plant. 132 pages, 66 illustrations, 12mo.,
boards. 50c.»
GROUPING OF ELECTRIC CELLS. A treatise on. By F. W.
Dunton. Treating of the numerous forms and grouping of electric
cells for convenience, economy, efficiency and other reasons.
Part I.—The Grouping of Similar Cells for Greatest Current.
Introductory. Regular Groups. Irregular Points and General
Rule. Part II.—The Economical of Similar Cells. The Shortest
Group. The Smallest Group. Index, with numerous formulas.
60 pages, 16mo., cloth. 60c.t
PRACTICAL ELECTRICS. A universal handbook on everyday
electrical matters, electric burglar and other alarms, different kinds
of primary and secondary batteries, electric bells and annunciatoi
system, carbons, connections, induction coils, resistance and in
tensity coils, dynamo-electric machines, magneto dynamos, con
struction, fire-risks, wires, lamps, measuring instruments, con
struction of microphones, phonographs; and photophones; motors;
storage batteries; telephones; circuits and calls, etc., 135 pages,
126 illustrations, 8vo., cloth. 75c.

25c.

BOOKS.

MODEL BOILER MAKINd. Contains full instructions for de
signing and making model stationary, marine and locomotive
boilers. Fully illustrated with original working drawings.
METAL WORKING TOOLS AND THEIR USES. A Handbook
for Young Engineers and Apprentices. Shows how to use simple
tools required in metal working and model making. Illustrated.
SIMPLE MECHANICAL WORKING MODELS. How to make
and use them, including stationary engine locomotive, steamboat,
waterwheel, etc. With 34 illustrations.
MODEL STEAMER BUILDING. A practical handbook on the
design and construction of model steamer hulls, and fittings, with
39 scale drawings.
MACHINERY FOR MODEL STEAMERS. On the design, con
struction, fitting and erecting of engines and boilers for model steam
ers, with 44 scale drawings.
THE SLIDE VALVE. Simply explained for working engin
eers. Fully illustrated.
THE LOCOMOTIVE, simply explained. A first introduction to
the study of the locomotive engine, their designs, construction and
erection, with a short catechism, and 26 illustrations.
THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO THE LATHE. An elementary
instruction book on turning in wood and metal. By P. Marshall.
76 pages, 75 illustrations.
OAS AND OIL ENGINES. A practical handbook on, with in
structions for care and running. Illustrated.
STANDARD SCREW THREADS. A Guide to Standard Screw
Threads and Twist Drills. (Small sizes.) Illustrated.
STEAM TURBINES. How to design and build them. A prac
tical handbook for model makers. Contents of Chapters. 1. General
Consideration. 2, Pressure Developed by an Impinging Jet; Velocity
and Flow of Steam Through Orifices. 3. Method of Designing a
Steam Turbine. 4. Complete Designs for DeLaval Steam Turbines ;
Method of Miking Vanes; Shrouding. 5. The Theory of Multiple
Stage Turbines. Fully illustrated with detail drawings and tables.
MECHANICAL DRAWING, simply explained. Use of instru
ments, reading and setting out drawings, inking in and finishing,
drawings for reproduction, lettering, with 44 illustrations.
ACETYLENE GAS. How to make and use it. A practical
handbook on the uses of Acetylene Gas, suitable apparatus for its
generation, hints and fitting up, etc. 34 illustrations.

50 Cent Books
PRACTICAL DYNAMO AND MOTOR CONSTRUCTION. A hand
book of Constructive Details and Workshop Methods used in
Building Small Machines. By Alfred W. Marshall. Contents
of Chapters: 1. Field Magnets. 2. Winding Field Magnets. 3.
Drum Armature Building. 4. Ring Armature Building. 5. How
to Wind Armatures. General Notes. Siemens or H Armatures.
Polar Armatures. 6. How to Wind Armatures (continued). Drum
and Ring Armatures. Binding Wires and Repairs. 7. Commutator
Making. 8. Brush Gears. 9. Mechanical Details of Dynamos and
Motors. 10. Terminals and Connections. 131 pages, 133 illustra
tions, 12mo., boards.
MODEL SAILING YACHTS. How to Build, Rig, and Sail Them.
A practical handbook for Model Yachtsmen. Edited by Percival
Marshall. Contents of Chapters: 1. Introductory: Types of
Yachts and Rigs: How to Choose a Model Yacht. 2. The Rating
of Model Yachts. 3. The Construction of " Dug-Out " Yachts.
4. The Construction of " Built-Up " Yachts. 5. Sails and Sail
Making. 6. Spars and Fittings. 7. Rudders and Steering Gears.
8. Notes on Sailing. 144 pages, 107 illustrations, 12mo., boards.
PRACTICAL MOTOR CAR REPAIRING. A handbook for Motor
Car Owners and Drivers. By Eric W. Walford. Contents of
Chapters: 1. The Motor. 2. Ignition. 3. Cooling System. 4. The
Carburettor: Exhaust and Lubrication Systems. 5. Transmission.
6. Frames, Springs, Axles and Wheels. 7. Tires. 8. Causes and
Effects. 9. Miscellaneous. 126 pages, 39 illustrations, 12mo.,
boards.
THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO CARPENTRY. A practical handbook for Amateurs and Apprentices. By Henry Jarvis. Con
tents of Chapters: 1. Indispensable Tools. 2. How to Use the Saw.
3. How to Use the Plane. 4. How to Use Chisels and Gouges.
5. How to Use the Spokeshave, Axe, Pincers, Compasses, Gimlets,
Brad-Awls, Hammer, etc. 6. Making the Bench. 7. Timber:
How Sold, etc. 8. Additional Tools and How to Use Them. 9.
Sharpening Tools. 10. Home-made Tools and Appliances. 11.
Facing up and Setting out Work. 12. On Setting out and Putting
Together Work Joining at Other than Right Angles. 13. Glue:
How to Purchase, Prepare, and Use. 14. How to Make Joints:
Use of the Plough, etc. 15. Ornamenting Work, Curved Work,
Scribing, etc. 128 pages, 99 illustrations, 12mo., boards.
CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE. The Use and Working of the Watch
Calculator and Circular Slide Rule. Contents of Chapters: 1.
The Watch Form of Calculator. 2. The Gravet Slide Rule. 3. The
Theory of the Slide Rule and Calculator. With 10 folding plates
of illustrations. 12mo., limp cloth.

Electric Bell Fitting: —A practical handbook on the
fitting up and maintenance of electric bells and all the necessary
apparatus. By F. C. Allsop. CONTENTS OF CHAPTERS.—
(1) Wiring and wires (2) Pushes, pulls, contacts and switches.
(3) Bells and relays. (4) Indicators. (5) Burglar and fire alarm
contacts. (6) Batteries. (7) Connecting up. (8) The detector
and localizing faults. (9) Portable sets. Index. Tenth edition,
xv + 170 pages. 186 illustrations and folding plates, 12mo. Cloth
$1.25.
Electric Bell Construction.—A practical treatise on
construction of electric bells, indicators and similar apparatus. By
F. C. Allsop. CONTENTS.—Electricity and Magnetism.—Galvanic
or Primary Batteries; Leclanche' Battery; List of Conducting Sub
stances; List of Insulating Materials; The Magnetic Field; Lines of
Iagnetic Force; Electro-magnet; Winding Bobbins of Electro
magnets; ' .Vble of Resistances; Weights and Sizes of Copper Wire.
Bells.—Construction of Trembling Bells, with details; Construction
of Single Stroke Bells, with details; Construction of Continuous
Ringing Bells, with details ; Construction of the Jansen Electric Bell,
with details; Construction of Electric Gongs, with details; Con
struction of Single Stroke Bells for long distances, with details;
Table giving length and diameter of iron Cores, and the amount and
sizes of Wire for different sized Bells. Indicators.—Drop Shutter
or Moving Disks, requiring to be re-set by hand; Electrical Throwbacks; Full details of Mechanical Indicators; Details for Electrical
Indicators. Relays.—Unpolarized relays; Polerized relays; De
tails of relays commonly used on Bell Circuits; Continuous ringing
attachments. The Magneto Generator and Bell.—Its Construction
ind Use; and complete details of parts, etc. Galvanometer.—The
Construction and Use of the Detector, or Lineman's Galvanometer,
with detail drawings. With Complete Index. 131 pages, 177 illus
trations, 12mo. Cloth,
$1.25.
Small Dynamo. Notes on Design of. By G. Halliday.
This book has been mainly prepared for the purpose of supplying
drawings of a small dynamo of a well-known type to enable students
t •< better understand the construction of this machine. 79 pages,
illustrated, cloth, with a number of drawings to scale.
$1.00
The Phonograph and how to Construct it. With a chapte
on Sound By W. Gillett. A practical work written in good plain
language, with a complete set of scale drawings, 87 pages , 12mo.
Cloth,
$2.00.
Transformer Design.—A treatise on their design, con
struction and use. By George Adams. The author has avoided
historical matter and the use of mathematical analysis. The main
object kept in view throughout the work has been to indicate the
most direct way of designing a transformer, vi + 75 pages, 34 illus
trations, 12mo. Cloth,
$1.50.

PRINCIPLES OF

ELECTRICAL POWER.
(CONTINUOUS CURRENT.)
FOR MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
BY
A. H. BATE, A.M.I.E.E.
The rapid progress that has been made of late years in the appli
cation of electricity to industrial purposes, and particularly in the
transmission of power by means of the electric motor, has made it
imperative for every engineer who wishes to keep up to date to
have some knowledge of the way electrical currents are controlled
and used for practical purposes. This work is especially written
for the practical engineer, mathematics being avoided.
Contents of Chapters.
1. The Electric Motor.
2. Magnetic Principles.
3. Electrical Measurements.
4. The Dynamo.
5. Construction of Motor.
6. Governing of Motors.
7. Open and Closed Motors; rating.
8. Motor Starting Switches.
9. Speed Control of Shunt-wound Motors.
10. Series Motor Control.
11. Distribution System.
12. Installing and Connections.
13. Care of Dynamos and Motors.
14. Cost of Plant.
15. Examples of Electric Driving.
Horse-power absorbed by various machines, including general
engineering and shipyard machines; wood working and printing
machinery (arranged in 14 pages of tables).
XII + 204 pages, 63 illustrations, 12 mo. cloth. $2.00 *

THE PRACTICAL ENGINEER'S HANDBOOK.
TO THE CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
By NORMAN H. SCHNEIDER,
Chief Engineer, "White City," CoBngwaood, Ohio.
EXTRACTS FROM PREFACE.
In revising the first edition of Power Plants the author decided
to greatly enlarge it in the hope that it will have a still greater
success than the first one. The section on theory is thoroughly
revised. A complete chapter on Standard Wiring including new
tables and original diagrams added. The National Fire Under
writers' rules condensed and simple explanations given.
Direct and alternating current motors have been given a special
chapter and modern forms of starting rheostats described at length.
The principles of alternators have been considered also trans
formers and their applications. Modern testing instruments and
their use are given a separate chapter. New matter has been
added to storage batteries including charging of automobile bat
teries, 10 new tables, and 137 new illustrations.
SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS OF CHAPTERS.
1. The Electric Current; series and multiple connections;
resistance of circuits; general explanation of formulas.
2. Standard Wiring; wiring formulas and tables; wiring sys
tems; cut-outs; conduits; panel boxes; correct methods of wiring.
3. Direct and Alternating Current Generators; manage
ment in the power house; windings; selection of generators.
4. Motors and Motor Starters; various forms of motors; con
trollers ; care of motors and their diseases ; rules for installing.
5. Testing and Measuring Instruments; voltmeter testing
and connections; instruments used; switchboard instruments.
6. The Storage Battery; different kinds; switchboards for
charging fixed and movable batteries; management of battery.
7. The Incandescent Lamp; various methods of testing; life
of lamps.
8. Engineering Notes; belts and pulleys h.p. of belts. Tables
Contents. Index.
290 pages, 203 illustrations. 12mo., cloth, $1.50.
Full limp leather, $2.50.

A MANUAL ON
THE CARE AND HANDLING
OP

Electric

Plants.

Written for the practical engineer and adapted to the United States
military Service. Including Dynamos, Motors, Wiring, Storage
Batteries, Testing Instruments, Incandescent Lamps, Photo
metry and a chapter on the Oil Engine.
By NORMAN H. SCHNEIDER.
Late Electrical Expert, Southern Artillery District, New York.
Author of "Induction Coils and Coil Making," " Notes on United
States Army Power Plants," etc.

This manual is intended as a practical handbook for electricians,
engineers' assistants and all who are interested in the operation of
commercial or military electric plants. The basis of the work were
a number of notes and memoranda accumulated by the author
during ten years of practical work and upon several courses of
lectures delivered at Port Wadsworth to officers of the U. S. Artil
lery, and also to non-commissioned officers." The chapter on
incandescent lamps is especially valuable as this is a subject very
little touched upon in other works. The selection of tables will be
found very useful for reference. Contents of Chapters: 1. The
Electric Current, Insulators, Conductors, Series and Multiple
Connections, Wiring, etc.; 2. Dynamos and Motors, Varieties of
Motors, Management, Equalizers, Starting boxes, Sparking and
Heating Brushes, Practical Hints, etc.; 3. Electrical Measuring
Instruments and how to use them; 4. The Storage Battery and its
management, Testing, Equipments, Fluids, various Switchboards
and their working, etc. ; 5. The Incandescent Lamp, Testing, Life of
Lamps, Photometry, etc.; 6. The Oil Engine, Belting, Lining up
Engine, Pulleys, etc.; Index. 113 pages, illustrated with 60
original drawings and numerous useful tables.
Bound in limp leather, pocket size. By mail for
$1.00

Design of Dynamos
BY
SLVANUS P. THOMPSON, D. Sc., B. A., F. R. S.
EXTRACTS FROM PREFACE.
" The present work is purposely confined to continuous current
generators. The calculations and data being expressed in inch
measures; but the author has adopted throughout the decimal sub
division of the inch; small lengths being in mils, and small areas of
cross-section in sq. mils, or, sometimes, also, in circular mils."
CONTENTS OF CHAPTERS.
1. Dynamo Design as an Art.
2. Magnetic Data and Calculations. Causes of waste of
Power. Coefficients of Dispersion. Calculation of Dispersion.
Determination of exciting ampere-turns. Example of Calculation.
3. Copper Calculations. Weight of Copper Wire. Electrical
resistance of Copper, in cube, strip, rods, etc. Space-factors. Coil
Windings; Ends; Insulation; Ventilating; Heating.
4. Insulating Materials and Their Properties. A list of
materials, including " Armalac," " Vitrite," " Petrifite," " Micanite," " Vulcabeston," " Stabilite," " Megohmite," etc. With tables.
5. Armature Winding Schemes. Lap Windings, Ring Wind
ings, Wave Windings, Series Ring-Windings, Winding Formulae.
Number of circuits. Equalizing connections. Colored plates.
6. Estimation op Losses, Heating and Pressure-drop. Cop
per Losses, Iron Losses, Excitation Losses, Commutator Losses,
Losses through sparking. Friction and Windage Losses. Second
ary Copper Losses.
7. The Design of Continuous Current Dynamos. Working
Constants and Trial Values; Flux-densities; Length of Air-gap;
Number of Poles; Current Densities; Number of Armature Con
ductors; Number of Commutator Segments; Size of Armature
(Steinmetz coefficient) ; Assignment of Losses of Energy ; Cen
trifugal Forces; Calculation of Binding Wires; Other procedure in
design. Criteria of a good design. Specific utilization of material.
8. Examples op Dynamo Design.
1. Shunt-wound multipolar machine, with slotted drum arma
ture. 2. Over-compounded Multipolar traction generator, with
slotted drum armature, with general specifications, tables, dimen
sions and drawings, fully described.
A number of examples of generators are given in each chapter,
fully worked out with rules, tables and data.
VIII. X253 pages, 92 illustrations, 10 large foiling plates and 4
Three-color Plates, 8vo., cloth, $3.50.

Dynamo=Electric

Machinery

VOL, L—CONTINUOUS CURRENT.
BY
SILVANUS P. THOMPSON, D.Sc, RA.,F.R.S.
7th Edition Revised and Greatly Enlarged.
CONTENTS OF CHAPTERS.
I. Introductory. 2. Historical Notes.
3. Physical Theory of Dynamo-Electric Machines.
4. Magnetic Principles; and the Magnetic Properties of Iron.
5. Forms of Field-Magnets.
6. Magnetic Calculations as Applied to Dynamo Machines.
7. Copper Calculations; Coil Windings.
8. Insulating Materials and their Properties.
9. Actions and Reactions in the Armature.
10. Commutation; Conditions of Suppression of Sparking.
II. Elementary Theory of the Dynamo, Magneto and Separately
Excited Machines, Self-exciting Machines.
12. Characteristic Curves.
1 3. The Theory of Armature Winding.
14. Armature Construction.
15. Mechanical Points in Design and Construction.
10. Commutators, Brushes and Brush-Holders.
17. Losses, Heating and Pressure-Drop.
18. The Design of Continuous Current Dynamos.
19. Analysis of Dynamo Design.
20. Examples of Modern Dynamos (Lighting and Traction).
21. Dynamos for Electro-Metallurgy and Electro-Plating.
22. Arc-Lighting Dynamos and Rectifiers.
23. Special Types of Dynamos; Extra High Voltage Machines,
Steam-Turbine Machines, Extra Low Speed Machines, Exciters,
Double-Current Machines, Three-Wire Machines, Homopolar (Unipolar) Machines, Disk Dynamos.
24. Motor-Generators and Boosters.
25. Continuous-Current Motors.
26. Regulators, Rheostats, Controllers and Starter.
27. Management and Testing of Dynamos.
Appendix, Wire Gauge Tables. Index.
996 pages, 573 illustrations, 4 colored plates, 32 large folding
plates. 8vo., cloth. $7.50.1

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST IN THE MARKET.

ALGEBRA

SELF■TADGHT.
BY

•

W. PAGET HIGGS, M.A., O.Sc.
FOURTH EDITION.
CONTENTS.
Symbols and the signs of operation. The equation and the tinknown quantity. Positive and negative quantities. Multiplication,
involution, sxponents, negative exponents, roots, and the use of ex
ponents as logarithms. Logarithms. Tables of logarithms and
proportional parts. Transportation of systems of logarithms. Com
mon uses of common logarithms. Compound multiplication and the
binomial theorem. Division, fractions and ratio. Rules for division.
Rules for fractions. Continued proportion, the series and the sum
mation of liid series. Examples. Geometrical means. Limit of
series. Equations. Appendix. Index. 104 pages, i2mo, cloth, 60c.
See also Algebraic Signs, Spons' Dictionary of Engineering
No. 2. 40 cts.
See also Calculus, Supplement to Spons' Dictionary No. 5.
75 cts.
Barlow's Tables of squares, cubes, square roots, cube roots,
reciprocals of all numbers up to 10,000. A thoroughly reliable work
of 200 pages, i2mo, cloth, $2.50.
Logarithms.—Tables of logarithms of the natural numbers
from 1 to ioS.ooo with constants. By Charles Babbage, M.A. 220
pages, 8vo, cloth, $3.00.
Logarithms.—A. B. C. Five figure logarithms for general
use. By C. J. Woodward, B.Sc. 143 pages, complete thumb index,
I2mo, limp leather, $1.60.
Books mailedpost-paid to any address on receipt of trice

ilill ks for Steam

Engineers.

DIGRAM OF CORLISS ENGINE. A large engraving giving
a longitudinal section of the Corliss engine cylinder, showing rela
tive positions of the piston, steam valves, exhaust valves, and
wrist plates when cut-off takes place at
stroke for each 15 degrees
of the circle. With full particulars. Reach-rods and rock shafts.
The circle explained. Wrist-plates and eccentrics. Explanation of
figures, etc. Printed on heavy paper, size 13 in. x 19 in., 25c.
THE CORLISS ENGINE and its Management. A Practical
Handbook for young engineers and firemen, (3rd edition) by J. T.
Henthorn. A good little book, containing much useful and practi
cal information. Illustrated, cloth, $ 1 .00.
THE FIREMAN'S OUIDE to the Care and Management of
Boilers, by Karl P. Dahlstrom, M.E., covering the following sub
jects: Firing and Economy of Fuel; Feed and Water Line: Low
Water and Priming: Steam Pressure: Cleaning and Blowing Out;
General Directions. A thoroughly practical book. Cloth, 50c.
A B C OF THE STEAM ENGINE. With a description of the
automatic shaft governor, with six large scale drawings. A prac
tical handbook for firemen helpers and young engineers, giving a
set of detail drawings all numbered and lettered and with names
and particulars of all parts of an up-to-date American high speed
stationary steam engine. Also a large drawing and full descrip
tion of the automatic shaft governor. With notes and practical
hints. This work will prove of great help to all young men who
wish to obtain their engineer's license. Cloth, price 50c.
HOW TO RUN ENGINES AND BOILERS. By E. P. Watson,
(for many years a practical engineer, and a well-known writer in The
Engineer?) A first-rate book for beginners, firemen and helpers.
Commencing from the beginning, showing how to thoroughly overhaul
a plant, foundations, lining up machinery, setting valves, vacuum,
eccentrics, connection, bearings, fittings, cleaning boilers, water tube
boilers, running a plant, and many useful rules, hints and other
Jiractical information; many thousands already sold. 160 pages,
ully Illustrated, cloth, $1.00.
AMMONIA REFRIGERATION. By I. I. Redwood. A practi
cal work of reference for engineers and others employed in the man
agement of ice and refrigerating machinery. A first-rate book, be
ginning from the bottom and going carefully through the various
processes, stage by stage, with many tables and original illustrations
Cloth, $1.00.
MEYER SLIDE VALVE. Position diagram of cylinder with
cutoff at
% and % stroke of piston with movable valves, on
card 7 J^in. x 5% in. Price, 25c.

Movable Valve Models, Diagrams and Charts.

MEYER'S VALVE. A position diagram of cylinder with cut-off
at J, 1, j and J stroke of piston. By W. H. Weightman. With
movable valves. Printed on card. 25c. net.
WORKING VALVE MODELS FOR MARINE ENGINEERS. A
set of four cards: 1, Piston Valve with Steam Inside. 2, Piston
Valve with Steam Outside. 3, Double-ported Slide Valve. 4,
Common Slide Valve. Each card is in colors and has movable
ports. Also full descriptive matter. In cloth case. 75c. net.
WORKING MODELS OF ENGINE SLIDE VALVES. Comprising
a complete set of eight diagrams in colors, with movable ports:
1 Short D Slide Valve. 2, Single-acting Piston Valve (for Steam
Hammer). 3, Meyer's Variable Cut-off Valves. 4, Long D Slide
Valve. 5, Short D Slide Valve (Balanced). 6, Marine Engine
Piston Valve. 7, Double-ported Slide Valve. 8, Simple Trick
Valve. With small booklet giving full instructions $1.25 net.
WORKING MODEL " X " SERIES NO. 1 and 2. No. 1 com
plete simple steam engine single cylinder horizontal type fitted
with a D slide valve, sectional view showing all movable and fixed
parts, drawn to scale, printed in colors on heavy card, size 6x9$ in.
$1.00 net, with book, $1.25 net.
No. 2, complete single cylinder steam engine, horizontal girder
type fitted with Meyer's valve gear, sectional view showing all
moyable and fixed parts drawn to scale, printed in colors on
heavy card, size 6x9$ in. $1.00 net, with book, $1.25 net.
No. 1 and No. 2 together with book, $2.00 net. These are two
exceptionally fine models, all moving parts so connected that there
is practically no back lash, the relative positions of all moving
parts are shown at every point in the stroke of the engine.
CORLISS ENGINE CHART. A fine engraving showing relative
positions of the Piston Steam Valves, exhaust valves and wrist
plates, etc., when cut-off takes place at J stroke for each 15 de
grees of circle, with full particulars. Size 13x19 in. 25c. Special
price on a quantity.
SLIDE VALVE CHART, showing position of the crank pin,
eccentric, and piston at the point of admission, lead, full speed
port opening, cut-off, release, full exhaust port opening and com
pression. With full directions. A blue print, 14}xl0f ,
LOCOMOTIVE CHARTS. American type, a transparent edu
cational chart, with every part of the engine shown and numbered
a good clear engraving size. 30x12 in. 25c.
Atlantic type, a companion chart to above. 25c.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL

Ammonia

Refrigeration.

A Work of Reference for Engineers and others Employed in the Manage
ment of Ice and Refrigeration Machinery.
BY ILTYD I. REDWOOD,
Assoc, Mem. Am. Soc. of M. E.; Mem. Soc. Chem. Indus. En%.
CONTENTS.
B. T. U. Mechanical Equivalent of a Unit of Heat. Specific Heat. Effect of Pres
sure on Specific Heat of Ammonia Gas. Specific Heat of Air with Constant Pressure.
Specific Heat of Air with Constant Volume, Latent Heat. Latent Heat of Liquefaction.
Latent Heat of Vaporization. Latent Heat of Water. Absolute pressure. Absolute
Temperature. Absolute Zero. Effect of Pressure on Volume of Gases. Theory of Re
frigeration. Freezing by Compressed Air. Freezing by Ammonia. Characteristics of
Ammonia. Explosiveness. Tendency of the Gas to Rise. Solubility in Water. Action
on Copper. a6° Ammonia. Anhydrous Ammonia. The Compressor. Stuffing-Boxes.
Special Lubrication. Oil for Lubrication. Clearance Space, etc. Suction and Discharge
Valves. Effect of Excessive Valve-Lift. Regulation of Valve-Lift. Separator, Conden
ser, Condenser-Worm, Receiver. Refrigerator or Brine Tank. Size of Pipe and Area of
Cooling Surface. Expansion Valves. Working Details—Charging the Plant with Ammo
nia, Jacket-Water for Compressor. Jacket-Water for Separator. Quantity of Condens
ing Water Necessary. Loss due to Heating of Condensed Ammonia. Superheating Am
monia Gas. Cause of Variation in Excess Pressure. Use of Condensing Pressure in De
termining Loss of Ammonia by Leakage. Cooling Directly by Ammonia. Brine. Freez
ing Point of Brine. Effect of Composition on Freezing Point. Effect of Strength on
Freezing Point. Suitableness of the Brine. Making Brine. Specific Heat of Brine.
Regulation of Brine Temperature. Indirect Effect of Condensing Water on Brine Tem
perature. Directions for Determining Refrigerating Efficiency, Equivalent of a Ton of
Ice. Compressor Measurement of Ammonia Circulated. Loss of Well-Jacketed Com
pressors. Loss in Double Acting Compressors. Distribution of Mercury Wells, Exam
ination of Working Parts. Indicator Diagrams. Ammonia Figures—Effectual Displace
ment1 Volume of Gas. Ammonia Circulated per Twenty-Four Hours. Refrigerating
Efficiency. Brine Figures—Gallons Circulated. Pounds Circulated. Degrees Cooled.
Total Degrees Extracted. Loss due to Heating of Ammonia Gas. Loss due to Heating
of Liquid Ammonia. Calculation of the Maximum Capacity of a Machine. Preparation
of Anhydrous Ammonia. Construction of Apparatus. Condenser-Worm. Why Still ts
Worked under Pressure. Best Test for Ammonia. Water from Separators. Lime foi
Dehydrator. Yield of Anhydrous from 20° Ammonia. Index.
150 Pages, 15 Illustrations and 24 Pages of Tables,
i2mo, Cloth, $1.00.

LUBRICANTS,
OILS

AND

GREASES.

TREATED THEORETICALLY AND GIVING PRACTICAL
INFORMATION REGARDING THEIR
COMPOSITION, USES AND MANUFACTURE.
A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR MANUFACTURERS, ENGINEERS,
AND USERS IN GENERAL OF LUBRICANTS.
By ILTYD I. REDWOOD,
Associate Member American Society of Mechanical Engineers; Member Society Chemical
Industries (England); Author of 'Theoretical and Piactical Ammonia Refrigeration/
and a 'Practical Treatise on Mineral Oils and Their By-Prodrets.
CONTENTS.
Introduction.—Lubricants.
THEORETICAL.
Chapter I.—Mineral Oils : American and Russian ; Hydrocarbons.
Chapter II.—Fatty Oils : Glycerides ; Vegetable Oils ; Fish Oils.
Chapter
: Graphite
Plumbago.
Chapter III.—Mineral
IV.—Greases :Lubricants
Compounded
; " Set "; or
Axle ; •VBoiled "
or Cup.
Chapter V.—Tests of Oils: Mineral Oils. Tests of Oils: Fatty Oils
MANUFACTURE.
Chapter VI.—Mineral Oil Lubricants : Compounded Oils ; Debloomed Oils.
/
Chapter VII.—Greases : Compounded Greases; "Set" or Axle
Greases ; Boiled Greases ; Engine Greases.
Appendix.—The Action of Oils on Various Metals. Index.
Tables: I.—Viscosity and Specific Gravity. II.—Atomic Weights.
III.—Origin, Tests, Etc. of Oils. IV.—Action of Oils on Metals.
List of Plates : I. —I. I. Redwood's Improved Set Measuring
Apparatus. II.—Section Grease Kettle. ILL—Diagram of Action
of Oils on Metals.
„
„,
„
8 vo. Cloth, $1.50.

MODEL RAILWAYS. A handbook on the choice of model loco
motives and railway equipment, including designs for rail forma
tions, and model railway signaling. By W. J. Bassett-Lowke.
72 pages, 80 illustrations, 8vo., paper. 26c
THE MODEL LOCOMOTIVE, its Design and Construction. A
:tical manual
Miniature
Railway Engines, by Henry Greenley. The book deals primarily
with working model locomotives in all sizes, and for the most part
for those built for the instruction and amusement of their owners.
The subject is treated thoroughly and practically and profusely
illustrated with details, diagrams and a number of large folding
scale drawings. 276 pages, 9 in. x 5$ in., cloth. $2.50. J
THE WORLD'S LOCOMOTIVES. A digest of the latest loco
motive practice in the railway countries of the world. By Chas.
S. Lake. Contents of Chapters: 1. Introduction: Exigencies of
Locomotive Design, Boiler Design and Construction. 2. Loco
motive Types; Cylinder and Wheel Arrangements. 3. British
Locomotives : 4-4-0 Type Express Engines. 4. British Locomotives :
4-4-2 Type Express Engines. 5. British Locomotives: Six Coupled,
Single, and other Types of Express Engines. 6. British Loco
motives: Tank Engines. 7. British Locomotives: Shunting, Con
tractors, Light Railway, and Crane Locomotives. 8. British Loco
motives: Goods Engines. 9. British Compound Locomotives. 10
Colonial and Indian Locomotives. 11. Foreign Locomotives: FourCoupled Express Engines. 12. Foreign Locomotives: 4-6-0 and
other Types. 13. Foreign Locomotives: Tank Engines. 14. For
eign Locomotives: Goods Engines. 15. American Passenger Loco
motives. 16. American Freight Locomotives. 380 pages, 376
illustrations, 8 large folding scale plates. 4to., cloth. $4.00 net.§
MODERN BRITISH LOCOMOTIVES. By A. T. Taylor. 100
diagrams to scale, principal dimensions and tables. Preface. In
compiling this volume, the author's object has been to produce a
book of reference which he hopes may fill a gap which exists in
the ranks of locomotive publications. No pains have been spared
in making the information given as trustworthy as possible, and
the author takes this opportunity of thanking the different loco
motive engineers who have so courteously supplied the required
information. The collection of diagrams represent the latest prac
tice on all the leading railways of Great Britain. 118 pages, oblong,
8vo., cloth. $2.00.
LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM. Containing 1600 questions and
answers. This book commends itself to every engineer and fireman
who are anxious for promotion. Written in plain language. 450
pages, 223 illustrations, 24 folding plates, cloth. $2,004
LOCOMOTIVE SLIDE VALVE SETTING. A practical little treatise
for the apprentice and all interested in locomotives. By C. E.
Tulley. 31 pages, 29 illustrations, 16mo., limp cloth. 60c.

Books for Machinists.
PRACTICAL LESSONS IN METAL TURNING. By P. Mar
shall. A thoroughly practical up-to-date work. Contents of
Chapters: 1. Tools and Tool Holders. 2. Measuring Appliances. 3.
Chucks and Mandrels. 4. How to Centre Work for the Lathe. 5.
Driving Work between Centres. 6. Turning Work between Cen
tres. 7. Chuck and Face-plate Work. 8. Drilling and Boring in
the Lathe. 9. Screw-cutting. 166 pages, 193 original illustrations,
12mo., cloth. $1.00.*
HAND SAWS, THEIR USE, CARE AND ABUSE. How to select,
and how to file them. Being a complete guide for selecting, using
and filling all kinds of hand-saws, back-saws, compass and key-hole
saws, web, hack and butchers' saws, showing the shapes, forms,
angles, pitches, and sizes of saw-teeth suitable for all kinds of
saws, and for all kinds of wood, bone, ivory and metal; together
with hints and suggestions on the choice of files, saw-sets, filing
clamps, and other matters pertaining to the care and management
of all classes of hand and other small saws (F). 102 pages, 77
illustrations, cloth. $1.00.*
SAW FUSING, AND MANAGEMENT OF SAWS. By Robert
Grimshaw. A practical handbook on filing, gumming, swaging,
hammering and the brazing of band saws, the speed, work and
power to run circular saws, etc. A handy book for those who
nave charge of saws, or for those mechanics who do their own
filing, as it deals with the proper shape and pitches of saw teeth
of all kinds and gives many useful hints and rules for gumming,
setting and filing, and is a practical aid to those who use saws for
any purpose. Cloth. $1,004
THE MODERN MACHINIST. A practical treatise embracing
the most approved methods of modern machine-shop practice,
embracing the application of recent improved appliances, tools
and devices for facilitating, duplicating and expediting the con
struction of machines and their parts. By John Usher. Specially
adapted to the use of machinists, apprentices, engineers. Illus
trated, cloth. $2,604
SHOP KINKS. A practical reference book for machinists and
engineers. By Robert Grimshaw. Nearly 400 pages and 222
illustrations. Cloth. $2.50. |
THE COMPLETE PRACTICAL MACHINIST. By Joshua Rose.
Embracing Lathe Work, Vice Work, Drills and Drilling, Taps and
Dies, Hardening and Tempering, the Making and Use of Tools,
Tool Grinding, Marking Out Work. 439 pages, 356 illustrations,
12mo., cloth. $2.50.|
THE PRACTICAL TOOL MAKER and Designer. By H. S.
Wilson. Comprising a full description of the latest construction
of tools and fixtures for modern machine tools, with nearly 250
illustrations. 8vo., cloth. $2,504

Metal

Plate

Work;,

ITS PATTERNS AND THEIR GEOMETRY.
Also Notes on Metals, and Rules in Mensuration ; for
the use of Tin, Iron and Zinc-plate Workers, Copper
smiths, Boiler-makers, Plumbers and others.
By C. T. MILLIS, M.I.M.E.
Second Edition, Revised and considerably Enlarged.
In producing the Second Edition of this book, which unfortunately
has been long delayed through pressure of work, the author feels con
fident that the addition of the seventy pages of new matter will add
considerably to the value of this work, besides bringing it well up to
date. It has been his aim throughout this work to be as plain and
practical as possible and to be a guide and workshop companion not only
to the young mechanic, but also a valuable help to the old and experienced
worker in metal-plate. The number of illustrations used makes this
'work very comprehensive and explicit.

CONTENTS OP CHAPTEBS.
Classification. Introductory problems. Articles of equal taper or
inclination of slant. Patterns for round articles of equal taper or inclina
tion of slant. Equal tapering bodies and their plans. Patterns for flat
faced equal tapering bodies. Patterns for equal tapering bodies of flat
and curved surfaces combined. Patterns for round articles of unequal
taper or inclination of slant. Unequal tapering bodies and their plans.
Patterns for flat faced unequal tapering bodies. Patterns for unequal
tapering bodies of flat and curved surfaces combined. Patterns for
miscellaneous articles. Metals; alloys; solders; soldering fluxes. Seams
or joints. Useful rules in mensuration ; tables of weights of metals.
Index. 377 pages, 314 illustrations, 12mo., cloth, $3.50.

HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL

Smithing

and

Forging

BY
THOMAS MOORE,
Foreman and Practical Smith.

CONTENTS OF CHAPTERS.
1. Introductory, the necessity of application, industry, and high
standards.
2. Forges and Hearths; Fuel Blowers; Anvils, Swage-Block;
Hammers, making Tools, forging Hardening and Grinding, Anvil
Tools, different forms of Tongs, etc.
3. Drop Hammers, Stampers, dies, forging machines and presses.
4. Iron and steel, cast steel, compound steel, Bessemer steel, etc.
5. Testing, bending tests, compression tests, rivet test, welding
test, link test, tube test, testing wrought iron, fractures.
6. General forging and smithing, the making of many useful
articles in small quantities, the many forms of bolts, eye bolts,
split-cotters, nuts, collars, washers, ferrules for boiler tubes, door
bands, cross bars, spanners, box or socket spanners for different
kind of nuts, clutch spanner, licks for valve motions, etc., small
lathe carriers, swivels for chains, hooks, etc., buckle for tightening
screws, fork ends, hooks, hoops, oval hoops, angle iron hoops,
bending angle irons for various purposes, wrought iron tuyers,
annealing, blocking, bending, scroll bending, square corners, link
bending, coil springs, bending table, camber, case harden, cogging,
contraction or shrinkage, hardening, drifting, forging, fullering,
drills, sheer blades, jumping, portabor, punching, rolling, shutting,
shutting angles, shutting T-bars, scarfing, sheering, tempering, etc.
Explanation of technical terms, tables, index.
251 pages, 401 illustrations, 12mo., cloth. $2.00.

Screw Cutting, Turning, Etc.
SCREW CUTTING. Turners' and fitters' pocket-book for cal
culating the change wheels for serews on a turning lathe and for
a wheel cutting machine. By J. La Nica. 16mo., paper. 20c.
SCREW CUTTING. Turner's Handbook on Screw Cutting,
Coning, etc., with tables, examples, gauges, and formulas. By
Walter Price. 8vo., cloth. 40c.
SCREW CUTTING. Tables for engineers and mechanics, giving
the values of the different trains of wheels required to produce
screws of any pitch. By Lord Lindsay. 8vo., oblong. 80c.
SCREW CUTTING. Screw cutting tables, for the use of Mechan
ical engineers, showing the proper arrangement of wheels for cut
ting the threads of screws of any required pitch, with a table for
making the universal gas-pipe threads and taps. By W. A.
Martin. Sixth edition. Oblong, cloth. 40c.
TURNING. The practice of hand-turning in wood, ivory, shell,
etc., with instructions for turning such work in metal as may be
required in the practice of turning in wood, ivory, etc., also an
appendix on ornamental turning. (A book for beginners.) By
Francis Campin. Third edition. Contents: On Lathes, Turning
Tools, Turning Wood, Drilling, Screw-cutting, Miscellaneous Apparticular forms, Staining, Pol
paratus
lshing, Spinning Metals, Materials, Ornamental Turning. 300
pages, 99 illustrations, 8vo., cloth. $1.00.*
TURNING LATHES. A guide to Turning, Screw-cutting, Metalspinning, Ornamental Turning. By James Lukin. 6th edition.
Contents of Chapters: 1. Description of the Lathe. 2. Tools, and
How to Use Them. 3. Hard-wood Turning. 4. Metal Turning
with Hand Tools. 5. Slide-rest Work in Metal. 6. The Selfacting Lathe. 7. Chuck-making. 8. Turning Articles of Square
Section. 9. Screw-cutting by Self-acting Lathe. 10. The Over
head Driving Apparatus. 11. Choosing a Lathe. 12. Grinding
and Setting Tools. 13. Metal-spinning. 14. Beddow's <Combined) Epicycloidal, Rose-cutting, Eccentric-cutting, Drflling,
Fluting, and Vertical-cutting Appliances. 15. Ornamental Drill
and Eccentric Cutter. 16. The Eccentric Chuck. 17. The Dome
or Spherical Chuck. 18. The Goniostat. 19. The Oval Chuck. 20.
Handy Receipts. 228 pages, illustrated. 12mo., cloth. $1.25.§
SPIRAL TtTRNING. An Introduction to Eccentric Spiral Turn
ing, or New Uses for Old Chucks. By H. C. Robinson. The Art
of Ornamental Turning. Chapter 1. The Spiral Line. 2. The
Solid Spiral. 3. Trochoyds. 4. Working the Chucks. 5. The
Oval Chuck. 6. Compounding. 7. Geometric Chuch. 8. The
Tool-cut. 9. Drawing the Spiral, 10. Cups. With explanation
of the plates. 48 pages, 23 illustrations and 12 fine half-tone plates,
8vo., cloth. $2.00.*

Cross
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Papers,

BOOKS AND_PADS.
BOOKS BLUE INK.
The_Han£yJjketchingj50ok. Size 5 x8 in. limp card cover, ledger paper, scale
plain 8 to 1 in., with useful tables. 8.2 5
The Electrician's Sketching Book. Size 5x8 in., limp card cover, ledger
paper, scale 10 to 1 in., with heavy in. lines and useful tables. 8. 25
PADS BLUE INK.
The Handy Sketching Pad. Size 8x10 in., ledger paper scale plain 8 to
1 in. with useful tables, $.25
The Electrician's Plotting Pad. Size 8 x 10 in., ledger paper, scale 10 to 1 in.
with heavy in. lines with useful tables 8.25
JJie_^lotting_r^ad.

Size 8 x 10 in., ledger paper, scale 8 to 1 in. with heavy
in. lines 8.25

JJ^SJcetchlng^Pad. Size 8x11 In., bond paper, scale 16 to 1 in., with heavy
Inch lines. 3.25
PAPERS BLUE INK.
Scale plain 8 to 1 in., sheets 8 x 10, per 100, $1.00
" 16 to 1 in., heavy in. lines, sheet 9x11, per 100 $1.00
" 8 to 1 in., heavy in. lines, sheet 17x22 per quire 1.00
" 10 to 1 in., heavy in. lines, sheet 17 x22, " " 1.00

Gas 5^ Oil

Engines

PRODUCER GAS. ' The Properties, Manufacture and Uses of
Gaseous Fuel, by A. Humboldt Sexton, F. I. C, F. C. S. The
basis of this work was a series of lectures given by the author at
the Technical College, Glasgow. Special attention has been given
to the principles on which the production of Gaseous Fuel depends.
Typical producers have been described including some of the
latest forms. The work has been written from a practical man's
standpoint and is fully illustrated with sectional drawings. 228
pages, 32 illustrations, 8vo., cloth. $4.00 net.}:
GAS PRODUCERS for Power Purposes, describing a number of
different plants, using various materials for making gas for power
purposes. W. A. Tookey. 141 pages, with numerous drawings of
plants. Boards. 60 cts.*
PETROL MOTORS Simply Explained. A practical Handbook
on the Construction and Working of Petrol Motors, by T. H.
Hawley. Contents of Chapters: 1. The Principles on which a
Petrol Motor Works. 2. The Timing Gear, Valve Action, Cylinder
Cooling. 3. The Carburation of Petrol. 4. Ignition Methods.
5. Transmission and Manipulation Gearing; General Arrangement,
etc. 6. Hints on Overhauling, and Care of Motor. 7. Maintaining
Efficiency. 8. Some Hints on Driving. Index. 99 pages, 19
drawings, 12mo., boards. 50 cts.*
GAS ENGINES, their Advantages, Action and Application, by
W. A. Tookey. Second edition, revised and enlarged. Part I.—
Advantages of a Gas Engine over Electric Motor; Oil Engine; Steam
Engine; The Cost of Gas; Up-keep; Attendance; Water; Erection;
Powers of Gas Engines; Design of Gas Engines. Part II.—Hints
to Buyers; How Gas Engines Work; Notes on the Gas, Air, Water
Connections; Hints to Erectors. Part III.—Notes on Starting
and Starters; Failures and Defects; Hints to Attendants; Suction
Gas Producers. Index. 125 pages, 10 illustrations, 12mo., boards.
50 cts.*
ODL ENGINES, their Selection, Erection and Correction, by
W. A. Tookey. Second edition. The information in this prac
tical handbook is arranged under the following headings: Part I.—
Introductory. Part II.—Selection, Design, Hints to Purchasers.
Part III.—Erection, Hints to Erectors. Part IV.—Correction.
Appendix.—Various types of Stationary Oil Engines, Portable Oil
Engines. 142 pages, 33 illustrations, 12mo., boards. 50 cts.*

A WORK THAT SHOULD BE IN YOUR BOOKCASE.
The general method of treatment of each subject, is first
the raw materials worked upon, its characteristics, variations
and suitability; secondly, the tools used, the sharpening
and use; thirdly, devoted to typical examples of work to be
done, materials, and how to do similar work, etc
THE FOLLOWING ARE THE PRINCIPAL CONTENTS.
Mechanical Drawing, (13 pages.)
Mechanical Movements, (55 pages.)
Casting and Founding in Brass and Bronze, (30 pages.)
Forging and Finishing, (46 pages.)
Soldering in all its branches, (26 pages.)
Sheet Metal Working, (10 pages.)
Turning and Turning Lathes, (31 pages.)
Carpentry, (224 pages.)
Log Huts, Building, Etc., (8 pages.)
Cabinet-Making, (36 pages.) Upholstery, (6 pages.)
Carving and Fretwork, (13 pages.)
Picture Frame Making, (4 pages.)
Printing, Graining and Marbling, (28 pages.)
Staining, (13 pages.) Gilding, (3 pages.)
Polishing, (23 pages.) Varnishing, (4 pages.)
Paper Hanging, (4 pages.) Glazing, (7 pages.)
Plastering and White Washing, (9 pages.)
Lighting, (8 pages.)
Foundations and Masonry, (46 pages.)
Roofing, (14 pages.)
Ventilating and Warming, (13 pages.)
Electric Bell and Bell Hanging, Gas Fitting, (8 pages.)
Roads and Bridges, Banks, Hedges, Ditches and Drains, As
phalt Cement Floors, Water Supply and Sanitation.
Votal number of pages 702.
Total number illustrations 1 ,420
Bound in substantial half-extra, - PRICE BY MAIL ONLY $2.50
We have an 8 page circular giving full contents which will be tent
ftee on application.

EDUCATIONAL WOODWORK. By A. C. Horth. A complete
manual for teachers and organizers of woodworking classes. Con
tents: 1. First Year Course. 2. Second Year Course. 3. Third
Year Course. 4. Fittings and Furniture. 5. Discipline. 6. Organ
ization and Method. 7. The Instruction of the Physically and
Mentally Deficient and Blind. 8. Object Lessons. Fully illus
trated with photographs, drawings and facsimile blackboard les
sons. 159 pages, 12mo., cloth. $1.00. t
THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO CARPENTRY. A practical hand
book for Amateurs and Apprentices. By Henry Jarvis. Con
tents of Chapters: 1. Indispensable Tools. 2. How to Use the Saw.
3. How to Use the Plane. 4. How to Use Chisels and Gouges.
5. How to Use the Spokeshave, Axe, Pincers, Compasses, Gimlets,
Brad-awls, Hammer, etc. 6. Making the Bench. 7. Timber:
How Sold, etc. 8. Additional Tools and How to Use Them. 9.
Sharpening Tools. 10. Home-made Tools and Appliances. 11.
Facing up and Setting out Work. 12. On Setting out and Putting
Together Work Joining at Other than Right Angles. 13. Glue:
How to Purchase, Prepare, and Use. 14. How to Make Joints:
Use of the Plough, etc. 15. Ornamenting Work, Curved Work,
Scribing, etc. 128 pages, 99 illustrations, 12mo., boards. 60c.*
MODEL SAILING YACHTS. How to Build, Rig. and Sail Them.
A practical handbook for Model Yachtsmen. Edited by Percival
Marshall. Contents of Chapters: 1. Introductory: Types of
Yachts and Rigs: How to Choose a Model Yacht. 2. The Rating
of Model Yachts. 3. The Construction of " Dug-Out " Yachts.
4. The Construction of " Built-Up " Yachts. 5. Sails and Sail
Making. 6. Spars and Fittings. 7. Rudders and Steering Gears.
8. Notes on Sailing. 144 pages, 107 illustrations, 12mo., boards.
60c*
WOODWORK JOINTS. How to make and where to use them;
including mortise and tenon joints, lap joints, dovetail joints,
glue joints and scarfing joints. With a chapter on Circular Wood
work, revised and enlarged edition. A practical guide for wood
workers. 101 pages, 178 illustrations. 26c.
THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO FRETWORK. Containing full
instructions on the Use of Tools and Materials; and six full size
fretwork designs. With 39 pages and 26 illustrations. 26c.
VENEERING, MARQUETRY AND INLAY. A practical instruc
tion book in the art of Decorating Woodwork by these Methods.
By P. A. Wells. 79 pages, 37 illustrations. 25c.
SOFT WOODS AND COLONIAL TIMBERS. The selection and
uses of soft woods and colonial timbers. The cultivation, cutting
and seasoning. By P. A. Wells. 67 pages, 16 illustrations. 25c.
HARD WOODS, ENGLISH AND FOREIGN. A practical de
scription of hard and fancy woods used by the carpenter and
cabinet maker. By P. A. Wells. 79 pages, 19 illustrations. 26c.

BOOKS ON AERONAUTICS
RESISTANCE OF AIR AND THE QUESTION OF FLYING. By
A. Samuelson. An important lecture of considerable interest to
those interested in Aeronautics. Contents: Introduction. The
Resistance of Plastic Bodies. Air-pressure on Flat Bodies. The
Centre of Air-pressure. Distribution of the Air-pressure on the
Single Elements of an Inclined Plane. The Normal Air-pressure
on a Thin Plane Inclined at an Angle to the Direction of Motion.
Lilienthal's Balance of Rotation. The Numerical Value of the
Normal Pressure. Flying in General. Flying in Reality. Hori
zontal Flight by Wing-Flapping. Steering and other Effects of
the Stroke. Conclusions. 23 illustrations, 8vo., paper. 75c.J
FLIGHT-VELOCITY. By A. Samuelson. This work is a short
comprehension of extensive scientific investigation and experi
mental work. Contents: The Rowing Flyer No. 5. The Motor
Mechanism. The Fundamental Conditions of Flying by Wing
Flapping. The Wings. The Re-sail. Flight Velocity. Living
Flyers. Plane or Concave Supporting Surfaces. The False Reso
lution of Forces. The Erroneous Opinion : the Breadth of an In
cline Plane Prevails over its Length. The Centre of Air-pressure,
and the Distribution of the Pressure. On the Single Parts of an
Inclined Plane. The Principle: the Normal Air-pressure of an In
clined Plane is independent of the Angle of Inclination. Tables
of Motion at Varying Angles. The Human Flight. Conclusions.
With five plates, 8vo., paper. 76c.J
FLYING MACHINES. Past, Present and Future. A popular ac
count of flying machines, dirigible balloons, By A. W. Marshall
and H. Greenly. Whilst the matter in this book is intended as a
popular exhibition of the subject, it includes information which
will assist the reader with serious intentions of making an attempt
to produce a flying machine or air-ship. A great deal of sound
experimental work has been done, forming a basis upon which
future plans can be calculated. An account of some of this work
is here given. Contents of Chapters : 1 . Introduction. Dr. Barton's
Air-ship. Lebaudy's Military Air-ship. The Deutsch Air-ship.
The Wellman Air-ship. Motors of the Wellman Air-ship. Chapter 2.
Dirigible Balloons. Giffard's. Dupuy de Lome. Tissandiers'.
Krebes'. Santos Dumont's, No. 6 and No. 9. Spencer's Air-ship.
Barton's. Maxim's Flying Machine. Archdeacon's Air Propeller
Cycle. Barton's, Rawson's, Baulx, Zeppelin, Deutsch, Lambert,
Wellman's Air-ships. Trolanini's Air-propelled Boat. Chapter 3.
Flying Machines. Giving a Number of those made by Hargrave
and also by Phillips, Ader, Maxim, Pilsher's Soaring Wings, Langley, Bastine, Bleirot, Voison, Wright's Gliding Aeroplane, and
numerous others. Chapter 4. The Art of Flying. Chapter 5
Flying Machines of the Future. 134 pages, illustrations and page
plates, 12mo. 50c*
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^^egeipts.
THE MOST COMPLETE

Technical (Jijclopedia iq 5 Volg.

Contents.—Bronzes,
Cements,Fireworks,
Dyeing,
1Plr«f
II 91 ^f»rif*c
ICS. Principal
Electrometallurgy,
Enamels, Etchings,
Fluxes, Fulminates, Gilding, Gums, Japanning. Lacquers, Marble Working,
Nitro-Glycerine, Photography, Pottery, Varnishes, etc., etc. 420 pages, 103
illustrations. lzi,i„, zloth, $2.00.
^ArnnH "JKt
<«iP»r5f»c
Principal Alkaloids,
Contents.-Bitters.
Acidimetry,
Albumen.
*'*vwuu
IM' Alcohol;
Bleaching,
Boiler
Incrustations, Cleansing, Confectionery, Copying, Disinfectants, Essences.
Extracts, Pi e-proofing, Glycerine. Gut. Iodine, Ivory Substitutes, Leather,
Matches Pigments, Paint, Paper, Parchment, etc., etc. 485 pages, 16 illustrations, 12mo, cloth, $2.00.
Thlivl
C<*t*IP>c
Contents.—Alloys,
1 IlliU Otl
ICS. Principal
Copper, Electrics,
Enamels, Aluminium,
Glass, Gold,Antimony,
Iron and
Steel, Liquors. Lead, Lubricants, Magnesium. Manganese, Mercury, Mica,
Nickel, Platirum, Silver, Slag. Tin, Uranium, Zinc, etc., etc. 480 pages, 183
illustrations, 12mo, cloth, $2.00.
CVkitfrh
Cf» fj^c
Contents
Water-proofing,
Packing
rUUI HI Ovl
ICS. Principal
an(j stowing,
Embalming
and Preserving
Leather Polishes, Cooling Air and Water, Pumps and Siphons, Dessicating,
Distilling, Emulsifying, Evaporating, Filtering, Percolating and Macerating.
Electrotyping, Stereotyping. Book-binding, Straw-plaiting, Musical Instru
ments, Clock and Watch Mending, Photography, etc., etc. 443 pages, 248 illus
trations, 12mo, cloth, $2 00.
CSftft
^4*t*if>Cl
Laboratory
nit.ll OCI
ICS. Principal
Apparatus,Contents.—Diamond
Copying, Filtering, Cutting,
Fire-proofing,
Magic
Lanterns, Metal Work. Percolation, Illuminating Agents, Tobacco Pipes, Taps,
Tying and Splicing. Tackle Repairing Books, Netting, Walking Sticks, BoatBuilding, etc., etc. 440 pages, 873 illustrations, 12mo, cloth, $2.00.
EACH SERIES has its own Contents and Indes
and is complete in itself.

Dubelle's Famous Formulas.
KNOWN AS
Non Plus Ultra Soda Fountain Requisites of Modern Times
By «. H, »fJ BELLE.
A practical Receipt Book for Druggists, Chemists, Confectioners and Venders
of Soda Water.
S/NOPSIS OF CONTENTS.
Introduction.—Isotes on natural fruit juices and improved me
thods for their preparation. Selecting the fruit. Washing and
pressing the fruit. Treating the juice. Natural fruit syrups and
mode of preparation. Simple or stock syrups.
FORMULAS.
Fruit Syrups.— Blackberry, black current, black raspberry, catawba, cherry, concord grape, cranberry, lime, peach, pineapple,
plum, quince, raspberry, red current, red orange, scuppernong grape,
strawberry, wild grape. New Improved Artificial Fruit Syrups.—
Apple, apricot, banana, bitter orange, blackberry, black current,
cherry, citron, curacoa, grape, groseille, lemon, lime, mandarin, mul
berry, nectarine, peach, pear, pineapple, plum, quince, raspberry,
red current, strawberry, sweet orange, tangerine, vanilla. Fancy
Soda Fountain Syrups.—Ambrosia, capillaire, coca-kina, coca-vanilla, coca-vino, excelsior, imperial, kola-coca, kola-kina, kola-vanilla,
kola-vino, nectar, noyean, orgeat, sherbet, syrup of roses, syrup of
violets. Artificial Fruit Essences.—Apple, apricot, banana, bergamot, blackberry, black cherry, black currant, blueberry, citron,
cranberry, gooseberry, grape, lemon, lime fruit, melon, nectarine,
orange, peach, pear, pineapple, plum, quince, raspberry, red currant,
strawberry. Concentrated Fruit Phosphates. - Acid solution of
phosphate, strawberry, tangerine, wild cherry.—29 different formulas.
New Malt Phosphates—36. Foreign and Domestic Wine Phos
phates—9. Cream-Fruit Lactarts.—28. Soluble Flavoring Ex
tracts and Essences—14. New Modern Punches—18. Milk
Punches—17. Fruit Punches—32. Fruit Meads—18. New Fruit
Champagnes—17. New Egg Phosphates—14. Fruit Juice Shakes
—24. Egg Phosphate Shakes. Hot Egg Phosphate Shakes.
Wine Bitter Shakes— 12. Soluble Wine Bitters Extracts— 12.
New Italian Lemonades—18. Ice Cream Sodas—39. Non.Poison
ous Colors. Foam Preparations. Miscellaneous Formulas—26.
Latest Novelties in Soda Fountain Mixtures—7. Tonics.—Beef,
iron and cinchona; hypophosphite ; beef and coca ; beef, wine and
iron ; beef, wine, iron and cinchona ; coca and calisaya. Lactarts.
—Imperial tea ; mocha coffee ; nectar; Persian sherbert. Punches.
Extracts.—Columbia root beer ; ginger tonic ; soluble hop ale.
Lemonades.—French ; Vienna. Egg nogg. Hop ale. Hot torn. Malt
wine. Sherry cobbler. Saratoga milk shake. Pancretin and wine.
Kola-coco cordial.^ Iron malt phosphate. Pepsin, wine andiron, etc
157 Pages, Nearly 500 Formulas. 12mo, Cloth. 8

P^dN color Mixing.

A Practical Handbook
For Painters, Decorators, and all Who Have to Mix Colors.
Containing many samples of Oil and Water Paints of various
colors, including the principal Graining Grounds, and upwards
of 500 different Color Mixtures, with Hints on Color and
Paint Mixing generally. Testing Colors, Receipts for
Special Paints, &c, &c.
By ARTHUR SEYMOUR JENNINGS.
Second Edition, Rewritten and Considerably Enlarged.
Contents of Chapters.
I. — Paint and Color Mixing.
II.—Colors or Strainers.
III.—Reds and How to Mix Them.
IV. — Blues and How to Mix Them.
V.—Yellows and How to Mix Them.
VI.—Greens and How to Mix Them.
VII. —Browns and How to Mix Them.
VIII.—Greys and How to Mix them.
•
IX.—Whites and How to Mix Them.
X.—Black Japan in Color Mixing.
XI.—Graining Grounds and Graining Colors.
XII.—Water Paints, Painting and Varnishing over Water Paints,
Distempers, &c.
XIII.—Testing Colors, Purity of Materials, Tone, Fineness of
Grinding, Spreading Capacity, &c.
XIV.—Notes on Color Harmony.
XV.—Tables, Notes and Receipts, Care of Brushes, Putty Receipts,
&c. Description of Colored Plates. Index.
The eight plates contain 171 samples of Colors, Graining Grounds, Tints of
Water Paints, and Non-Poisonous Distempers.
This Is the most Practical and Up-to-Date Work on this Subject, Is very
clearly written, and will enable any man who studies it to make Bigger Wages.
With 149 pages of descriptive matter, 8vo, cloth, price, $2.50

BOOK ON INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL.
B89089710891A
A PRACTICAL HANDBOOK ON THE

Distillation

of

Alcohol

FROM FARM PRODUCTS AND
DE=NATURING ALCOHOL.
By F. B. WRIGHT.
Including the Free Alcohol Law and its Amendment, the Govern
ment regulations therefore and a number of U. S. government
authorized de-naturing formulas.
In the preparation of this, the second edition, the author has
followed his original plan of writing a plain practical handbook on
the manufacture of alcohol and de-naturing for industrial pur
poses. This industry is bound to grow to enormous proportions
as it has in Germany where over 100,000,000 gallons were manu
factured last year principally in small farm distilleries. This work
is not intended as a scientific treatise but as a help to farmers
and others wishing to go into this industry on a moderate scale.
The original matter has been carefully revised. Some of the
chapters rewritten and a very considerable amount of new informa
tion added. The total number of illustrations brought up to 60
including a number of plates giving the layout of distilleries.
Contents of Chapters.
1, Alcohol, its various forms and sources. 2, The preparation
of mashes and Fermentation. 3, Simple Distilling Apparatus. 4,
Modern Distilling Apparatus. 5, Rectification. 6, Malting. 7
Alcohol from Potatoes. 8, Alcohol from Grain, Corn, Wheat, Rice
and other Cereals. 9, Alcohol from Beets. 10, Alcohol from Molasses
and Sugar Cane. 11, Alcoholometry. 12, Distilling Plants. Their
feneral arrangement and equipment. 13, De-natured Alcohol and
1. S. Authorized De-naturing Formulae. 14, De-naturing Regu
lations in the United States. Index.
281 pages, 60 illustrations and plates, 12mo., cloth, $1,004

